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Education for effective and'resfionsible citizen-
hip should not be separated fr6m its societA context.'
itizeneducation and activity should be informed by a

vision of alternatives facing society and'ail apprecia-
tion of the long-term consequences of.political choice.

In this essay, Willis Haman urges us to sta4d
back from the events of the presept andtoattempt to
underitand the forces underlying societal. stability en8.
change. Dr. Harman proposes that the concept of,indus-
tvialization provides_a key for interpreting:the, *jar
developments of our times, and also. presents ur:liqu4.

problems for the exercise oreitizenship!. HiA essa
contains an exploration of likely alternative fu s
to help us understand whethet present barriers for
citizen activity are likely to-lessindr'increase.

.4, dominant characteristics of ind4strialization0'nasc t
signs of transformation to a new "post-industrial" e
and the kinds of citizen activity likely to
ize both futures are discussed., ,

To.examdre the educational implications of his
essay from a renge'of perspeCtives, The U.S. Office o
Education (USCE) Citizen Education staff asked for,,,

critigpesfrbm sev eral persons knowledgeeiple,4cOrt
future studies and experts in education, political ',

sciancei global studies, and public policy. Some of
their remarks appear as footnotes.. within the text, and
each respons9 is reproduced in appendix B.. The reviett,.,
ersquestion some of the essay's assumption's and I.:

statements; we hope that the format helps stimulate
dialog about the societal context. of citizenship and '

its relevance to education.
. .
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INTRODUCTION

' The anticipated feasibility and effectiveness of inter-
ventions to foster citizen education depend critically on the
future ,societal contexts How appropriate a specific interven-
tion would seem, what barriers it would encounter,. what

. counteracting forces might render it 'ineffectual -- 41 depend
on the societal context within which it has to opera*.

The purpose of/forecasting .societal futures is to reduce
the uncertainty about this future context. While numerous
approaches have been applied to delineating alternative
tutures,linost of them essentially. fall into two classes. One
group uses the principle that social systems tend to eXhibit
considerable continuity through time, and amount to 'variat-
ions of past trends. The other group is based on some sort of
modtil or theory at,out how social change takes place and
what forces produce i$. In the past decade or so several
alternative societal futures have been projected -- some as
aids to policy research for various Government agencies and
business orgahizations, and a few as popular books. 2/

In the following, discussion I shall attempttacro three
things:

I. Summarizewithe tasks of citizen education in a way
that is particularly suited to testing them against
alternative future societal contexts;

2. Summarize the most pertinent uncertainties about
this future context, based on existing studies of the future;
and

3. Explore the . feasibility and effeetiv,eness of inter-
ventions to achieve these tasks as they are affected by the
way society's future actually evolves..

f
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THE TASKS OF CITIZEN EDUCATION

Two questions are of central concern: ..

What really is the basic problem in citizen education?.
What are reasonable expectations regarding outcomes

from citizen education programs or other interventions?

I hope to indicate the answer to the first question by .

the end of this section. The remainder of the discussion will
deal with the second question.* .

It will be useful to summarize here the components of
effective citizen education in terms of the tasks involved.
(For more information on this subject, the reader is referred
to the draft document, "Citizen Education Today," prepared
by otbe National Center for Voluntary Action 'under contract
with the U.S. Office of Education, Citizen Education Office.)
'These tasks are not those of childhood and youth, nor are they
the responsibility solely of the schools. They are tasks Of
lifelong education, and are contributed to (or in some cases
vitiated 1)9 all social institutions , particularly those of
Government, education, business, labor, the media, the home,
the community, and volugary associations.

*Commentators on Harman's essay formulated the essential
issues of citizen education in these ways. Betty Reardon
believes the central issues for citihe'ir ectueation are "how the
values articulated in the Declaration of Independence will
apply equallt to all ,Americans, and hp?, the U.S. will adjust
to a future in which our. global hegemony gives way to a just
participatory role in a world system used on equity.'
Lee Anderson summarizes major issues as "What- it the .
character of the problems and difficulties individualicitizens
encounter, In relating i to the culture of modernized
societies?...Who experiences these problems and difficulties
most intensely? When in the life cycle are they particularly
salient?"
Ronald Brunner comment& "The traditional dial of citizen
education in a democratic society is to enhance the ability
and the opportunity of every citizen to think independently
and effectively, and to act on the result in ttie face of
inevitable Uncertainty."

2
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The tasks are of two sorts: those that contribute to
preparing the individual for effective citizenship, and those
that correct for ways in which an imperfect society
disenfranchises citizens and erects bairiers to full enjoyment
of citizen privileges and powers. With no pretense of being
definitive, the following list is adequate for presbnt purposes:

Preparing for Effective Citizenship.
. ,

1. Measures to impart understanding of society and its
enstitutionst of the basic values and premises on which a
democratic society is built, and the specific political, legal,
and social institutions that express these; of the role of law
and problems of the contemporary legal system; of the
mechanisms of political participati representation, and
access; of the serious problems that beset the modern world;

,of global interdependence and the requirements for an
effective global order. ,

.

2. Measures to develop skills of citizenship,
particularly the_ abilities to acquiriformation, analyze
issues, and achieve access to tlie political system,. and the
capability of self-management.

. 3. Measures to educe awareness of value issues and
perspectives; of the difficult balance to be achieved among
the fundamental values of liberty,sequality, and community;
of the bases for our concepts of justice, pluralism,.dispersion
of powers, and rights of minorities; of the transcendent
human experience undirlying our most.baaic values.

4. Measures to
and

attitudes of self-esteem,' the
brotherhood of man, and commt7R57"-1with the whole. .

5. Measures to encouttage involvement in civil life, to
enhance community self-determiriiiioWpromote acts of

,global'citizenship. - r
-..

Enfrancinsement of citizens

1. Measures to increase the viability of decentralized
institutions and communities :-- units small enough so that the
individual counts.

3
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2. Measures to reduce ,centralization of power and
control -- e.g., to enhance self-government of neighborhoods
and local governments.

3. Measures to encourage a mutually exploratory mode
of desling with complex issues nd problems ke.g., land use .

decisions that will have regional i acts), as contrasted with
an adversary mode (in which the m enry either has to bow

I /.to the superior power of large arid ric institutions to carry
on this kind of conflict, or has to "throw self in front of the
bulldozers" in some form Of costly confronts

I ,
A. Measures to increase the extent to -which citizens

have access. to a variety of ,viewpoints and backgrounds,
communities contain a., broader cross sect* of the total
citizenry, and the tendency is reduced for whole groups to be
disentlanchised because of isolation (e.g., poor, minorities).

5. Measures to strengthen the volunty sector and to
increase oppbrtuaities for citizen involvement including
involvement at regional, national, 'wand global 'levels with
issues that are resolvable only at those levels.*-

*Lee Anderson comments: "The two classes of tasks;
preparing for effective-citizenship and We enfranchisement
of citizens, are treated as if the two sets of tasks occupy
identical positions in logical *ace; i.e., they ere two sub-sets
of a single set.' This is, of course, not the case. The set of
task's relating to citizen enfranchisement emerges only
because the, first set of tasks is in fact impossibl to achieve
within the existing societal conteFt."

4
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While on the one hand modern society can provide time,
took% and resource§ fof .these tasks to an unprecedented
extent, on the other hand it prestrits unique barriers to their

- accomplishment. The very complexity of the technical and
political Issues of modern industrial. society inhibits the
understanding necessary for effective citizen involvement.
The -requisite skills are difficult and time consuming to
acquire. 4

godern society is exceptionally confused about value
.issues, haVing put aside the old bases for value commitments
and not developed satisfactory replacements. The technical
and industrial powers of industrial society and the
impersonality of it bureaucracies intimidate and diminish
man, impeding development of healthy -self-esteem. The
bigness of Government and of moderns 'technological

"organizatidas- increases the difficulty of effective
involvement. tIrbart society, from the inner city to the

.suburbi, has become ghettoized, so that isolated groups have
neithir adeqUate understanding of the needs and desires of
other groups nor opportunities to enjoy the full privileges and
powers of citizenship. The, sheer quantity of available
knowledge, the awesome researcli$ resources of the experts,
and the intiniidating complexity of computers and other
knowledge-processing tools, all conspire to cow the average
citizen and to cosvince him* that he Cannot understand the
important politicif-technical issues of his time.

This, then, is the probleii of citizen education: The
charactetistics of adiafice.d industrialized society makfli
extraordinarily difficult to carry out the tasks of citizen
education.*

1

* Anderson disputes isfaeman's assumption'that education is
relevant to the problems of citizenship, suggesting that if
modern society's maladies originate outside the educational
system, "the problem of citizen education lies in the fact that

" citizens, confront problems' for which- eduCators have no
solution."'

Air
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ALTERNATIVE FUTURE CONTEXTS

., Since the future is 'unknown, a -range of alternative
possible, futures must be explored. But which alternative
Etitures are to be examined? Among those paths to the future

. . that'are plausible, which provides the most.fruitful insight?
The first task is to identify a critical dimension Along which
some of these forecalts are arrayed. .:*

' The Impolance of InterPretivesCohcerits
,i , .

To gain" the advantage of hindsight, it is helpful to
imagine a similar attetpt a century ago. In 1878, looking
toward the decades ahead, some problems and opportunities
would haVe been apparent: The post-Reconstruction
difficulties could have been anticinatcd,. and perhaps some of
the Impacth of the burgeoning railroads and the imminent
tidal wave of immigration. Probably it would have been too
earlyto see that the civic goals of education, held central by
the Republic's founders, would soon be overshadowed by the
goals of academic achievement' aid occupational preparation.

. Urbgnization patterns might have been visible on the horizon. .
But the eoncepf with the greatest interpretive value would
have been that of industrialization. , Iris woulrf be the
dynamic that woul4 eventually make' it possible fadr the
gnskilled wcirkikan who .helped assemble the automobile (and
even thee janitor who swept the assembly floor) toppy onelfor

-himself. It would pro;rtde the means for mass dissemination
of such life-changing inventions as the-telephone, typewriter,
phonograph, electric light, cash register, air brake, and
refrigerator car. It would increase the iron and steel output
more than,tenfold bS, the end of the century, create gigantic
corporations, and fuel the mushrooming of the cities. It
would in time"ckange hedonistic consumption from a vice to a
'virtue, and frugality from something good for the soul to
something bad.for the economy..,,,

. 8
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The point of this brief example is the ImpOttance Of
identifying the right interpretive concepts for forecasting.

Without such identification, forecasting becomes a mindless
projection of past trends,tharis only mildly illuminating, and-
probably seriously in error. But 'what are the fruitful
interpretive concewts, for explOting; in '1978, alternative
futures for America? .

An important clue. comes' from the recently translated.
work of the French historian, Fernand Bsaudel,"The Mediter4-
runrAn and the, Mediterranean World in the Age of Philip
il."3/ In his introduction,. Braudel explains, why he has to
write three separate histories at three different "levels."

The first level is the level of events. This is the history
of accessions to power, revolutions, ' tte-n.es, laws, wars, arms
faces. It is exciting, rich in human interes,t -- but deceptive.
"We, must learn to distrust' this history." This is the level
Where one is' most susceptible to the illusion that actions
cause events, rather than both being manifestations of a
deeper flow. On the second level is the history of groups and

(.1 groupings -- of changes in governmental and economic forms,
of evolutions in' social customs and institutions, of the
interactions of different cultures. The third level is the
history of bast structures and endtsing_patterns. This is the
level' of slow-moving changes in geography and demography,

-and basic cultural characteristics. . , ,

At this formative "third level" of change, one basic
world trend overshadows practical4y all else iri importance. It
is called ''economic development" or "modernization!' or
"industrialization "; Robert Heilbroner called it the "Great
Ascent."4/

The first. signs of this mOdernizition trend are visible
some 10 centuries ago in the societies of Western EuEope. It
spread, until today hardly a group of people anywhere on the
globe is unaffected: The development of capitalism after the
16th century, the growth Of modern science, the Industrial
Revolution are phases of this more fundamental evolution.

...
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This basic long-term Arend is absolutely' central to any
serious look at the future., If it continues, the modernization
trend will strongly shape the future.5/ On the other' hand, if
there is a marked deviation from it, this will atnount to one
of the majo.P.transformations of human history perhaps the
greatest. No other uncertainty regarding the future is so
crucial_as this one.

In recent years, particularly during the past decade,
-there is strong evidence of mounting and multiple
oounterforces to this long-term trend. The future of all parts
of world society will be profoundly affected by'the outcome
of this contest between trend and countertrend.

The Basie Long-Term Trend

The long-term modernization trend has several
important intrinsic aspects;

1. Seculariz4tion:. That is, the tendency to organize
activities ,rationally around impersonal and utilitarian values
and pattehts,...e4ther thab following action prescribed by
social and religious tradition. Change, rather than tradition,
becomes institutionalized. Materialistic and pragmatic

-values predominate; .unlimited material progress,
expanding control over natureooacquisitiveness. In the
capitalist version the person seeks his own self-interest, as he
defines it, in the marketplase; the future is not determined
by tradition nor achieved ough organized plan, but rather
it happens as a consequence of relatively autonomous units
pursuing their own practical sends. In the planned economy.
version the collective is emphasized, as is achieverinent of a
desired future through rational planing.

2. Industrialization of the production of goods and
services. The essence of industrialization involves organizing
and subdividing work into increasingly elemental (and less
intrinsically signifidan0 increments, and replacing human by
machine performance of these increments. Management of
production becomes optimized with respect to such technical
and economic criteria as efficiency and labor productivity.
The modernization trend leads to the industrialization of
good:, -- and then on to services and thence to More and
more of human activity (e.g., health. care, education, food
preparation, leisure; tourism, aesthetic enjoyment).

8
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3. Economic .Rationalization. OF social behavior and 1

organization, especially, (a) monetization and commerciali- (

zation (all things coming' to .be° measurable by, and .1

purchasable in units of currency); (b) economic rationalization /

of knowledge {the "knowledge industry"; science justified by,
the jobs it prepares torY; and 4 :predominance of economic
rationality in social and .politic3.11ftsionmaking. -

.1.
4. "Technification" of Knowledge i.e., the tendency

to count as important knowledge7that which is.obtained and
ordeied aCcording, to the -- prediction- and - control values of
materialistic science (in other worm, knowledge that is useful
in generating ",manipulative" technology); gad consequently to ,

downplay claims that there can b'eNgnirpdrtant, body, of
knowledge about appropriate human yalue and goals.

t.Prom these basic aspects follow manecondary trend i .,
components, including: z :

. . .. : .
1. Technological, economic, and 'ffaterial growth
2, Increasing ae of inanimate energy Sources

' % 3. Incorporation of An Increasing fraction pf huma
.activity in the main industrialized money economy (and bent
ttto squeezing out of much handicrafts, fain?' farming, fo
aris, etc.)

\ 4. Increasing institutionalization of innovation
. 4. Increasing size oftechnology' and centralization" of

Control.. , ' . ...
,* 6. Urbanizalion and increasing Je.ndenGy for people's

lives to become insulated from the natural .environment and
natural life processes .

- ..
. . . i

7. %creasing rates a .use of nonrenewable resources
8. Increasing impact of human activities on the natural

environment : . ., 6
9. Increasing pier of weapons; including proliferatiOn of

weapons of mass destruCtion -
,.

10., Movement toward a singe world economy with
international "division of labor" gliv ,'' ..

11. Increasing 'specialization. arid influence of a
. ,. . .technical elite

it Tendency for. the ties bindin the individual to
society to become more impersonal.

. 13. Acquisitive rnaterialisn becoming the main driving
force and guiding ethic of sociry
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The Emergence of Counterfrentriiorces:

As

.
: '

previously noted; th*"Itist decade has seen the
emerience of countertrend .forces. Each of the Major
characteristics of the, long -term modernization trend is now
matched by cultural resistance. Tablt 1 it a striking display
of components of he modernization trend and corresponding
counterforce tendencies. Of course, it would be an error to
assume that 4 these opposing factors are totally new.
Resistance to change and modernization has been manifest
many times in the past. Examples include the 16th century
misgivings over the rise of the money economy, religious

opposition to the secularization of values, Luddite antagonis:ri
to labor-displacing machines, organized workers' resistance to
exploitation by the factory, and the "warfare between science
and religion." .

.

In the main, however, except for the furidamental
resistance to secularization that was eventually
overwhelmed, this opposition we's targeted at specific aspects
of the tnodernizAtion trend, and was often really over welfare
and eqaty issues rather than oppositiori to the modernization
trend per se. What is new is the simultaneous opposition to
all aspects of the long-term modernization trend, With
representatives in all socioeconomic ctatssles and in both
industrialized and developing nations. (Inglehart has
documented the value and political shifts among Western
publics and `speal(s of the phenomenon as "The Silent
Revolution." ) 6/

;
Even if the counterforce phenomena are real, the

possibility that they could become sufficiently powerful to
bring about a significant deviation from the long-term
modernization trend would seem a 'priori very unlikely. Not
only is the basic trend of long-standing duratioa something
of the order If a ..nillenium but also, Lewis Mumford has
estimated that such a fundamental transformation as this
trend shift would represent may have happen &only a half
dozen times in' all human history// Neverthe ss,, he and a
number of other' scholars. make a strong c e that the
possibility needs fo be taken seriously.

10



Table 1

The "Great Ascent" -- Trend and` Countertrend Components

. , Trend

Basic

Secularization

Industrialization

Economic pation-
'alization' .

"TeChilltcation" of
knowledge
. /

. ,

Derivative

technological,
economic, and
material growth

/

/

Increasing use of
inanimate energy
sources

Increasing institu-
tionalization of
innovation

Increasing size of
technology, centrali-

. zation

Countertrend

"new transcendentalism";
quest for meanings

Reaction against "industrializatioh"
of education, health care,
agriculture, etc.

Reaction agains4 dominance
of ecohomic rationality
over ethics, social rationality,
human values

Search for knowledge of
human values and goals

"Limits-to-growth" argults;
proposed change in dualita ive
nature of growth emphasis'

'Energy conservation/movement,
"o3nserver society'

Challengg_to "technological
imperative; telhnology
assessment movaent

"Small is beautiful," appropriate
technology; decentralization
movements

11
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. Table 1. (Centfnued)

Urbanization

increasing irriPac,
4J. on environment

; -k

Increasing power of
weapons

Re & ralization movement

End ronmentalist movemen
of ecological ethic

N (tsar disarmament
m ivement

4 .

S 11 counter ielf-,determi-
ton movements, depands
r "reshaping the Internet

rder"

Olitization of scientific
and technical decisions,
with public parti6ipation

New emphUlion' com mum
family values, hunian relax
ships, human potdritial
movement, person-liberati n

Movement.toward a
single world economy

Increasing spetiali-
zaiibn infltierice of
-technical elite

*b.

Tendency forties
binding individual to .

institutions to become
impersonhl

Acquisitive
materialism as the
mainspring

1.

,

1'

nal,.
.14

y, .

on-

Voliotary simplicity
movements

12
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. There are actuallydtWo kinds of forces acting together ;

1. that .make sqeh A:transmutation possible:
(1) Op[osing tendencies to the components of the basic long-

, term modernization 'trend; and (2) A developing vision of a
transformed socketyl.and of the kind of politics that would
tend tomoveloskird that society.

Tendeticies Opptsifig the Modernization Trend

'theThe countertrend tendencies appear to come about in
four'iArsz (a) as a reaction against aspects of the basic long-

- term trend; (b) as a further development of aspects of the
basic long-term trend;: (c)° as a reaffirmation of parts of
cultural. heritages and racial experiences that were
temPciroily overrun by the modernization trend; and (d) as a
definition of alternative development goals for Third World
iogietkes

. . .

, a. The majority of the items in the right-hand column e
%. Otf, Table-I are reactions against aspects of the economic-

dOeloOment trend. Exambles are: environmentalism as a
reagiion against increasing impact of human activities on the

- phyAcal eiffironment; the "Bats to.grokh" reaction against
Me consequences of unlimited material and econoirrie growth;
.appropriate Jechnologyas a coupterto tire consequences of .

c. tectleolNical4,growth ,that is resource-extravagant; a "new
,', matetialLig" reacting against man's greying isslation from

the nature environment; and dissatidraction., witfiy consumer
'ttociOylt de" factO goals of mere satisfaction of irtificially

. s4midiktedmateri al desires. 8/ .,
. e Art

1)* A sewed C9Mplerit of th%counterforee arises as a
'further difwelopmtipt of certain aspects of ttle basic lon term-
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igr..overall areneiss of the evolution of human societies and the
diversit of world cultures. But these very attributes have .
generat opposition to the trend. Rising awareness levels:,
undoubtedly help account for rising insistence on self
determination on the part .of individuals, minority grodpsK'',
women, ex-colonies, subcultures, and communities. Per sons"v:
with far higher educational attainments than are required far'
available jobs are discontent, sing the "blue-dollar blues," and'
demand "meaningful work." Increased educational levelt lead
to insistence that futureshaping scientific and technical
decisions £e.g., regarding dependence on nuclear power, or
development of supersonic aircraft) are too important to be
)eft to experts.* .4

c. A third component springs from the realization that
the secularization of values estranged man from his inner
experience. Thus, there arose, particularly in the past decade
and a half, a new search for transcendental meanings. This
has been most conspicuous, perhaps, among the young. It
takes bizarre, cultish, faddish forms at times, but there
seems little doubt that a quiet turning inward is evident
among all age groupsa renewed interest in exploring the
spiritual dimensions of existence. The cultural interest in
yoga, Tibetan wisdom, transcendental meditation, and the
occult is paralleled by scientific exploration into biofeedback
training, consciousness research,. and psychic phenomena.

si*Betty Reardon questions wilether disenfranchised groups
would agNe with the issues identified by Dr. Harman. "While
be appears to support the trends toward liberation and
participation, the primary concerns and issues are not those
which would be identified by those most in need'of liberation:
the colonized, the poor, ethnic minorities, and women; rather,
they reflect the perceptions or the global elites. Granted, he
is part of a humanistic, dissenting elite, however, he speeaks

. from the vantage point of the technologically advanced,
Euro-urban, male oriented society."
.
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Having accepted the physicists' assertions, that 4\ "solid"
. object like a table is mostly empty space, and that clne can

sensbly talk about "anti-matter" and "black holes in space,"
the mysties experiencing of nonphysical aspects of reality,
and the inner 'experiences that have formed the bases for all
the world's religious traditions, seem less dismissible as
complete deltiSion. It was pith supreme ariogance that a
previous generation of scientists had proclaimed that the
accumulated knowledge of all the world's religions was based
wholly on illusion. More revolutionary than simpt, a search
for guiding values, this third aspect of the sounterforce
involves insistence that a transcendental basis -01sts, in some
sense discoverable and explorable, for man's deepest value

a commitments; the complete secularization of values, it is
v. argued; had been in error.

d. While the countertrend is primarily an advanced-
nation phenomenon, yet another aspect can be found in some
of the developing countries and among their sympathizers in
the developed countries. This is manifested as an
unwillingness to accept the Western pattern' of economic
development, and the determination to achieve what Goulet
has called "liberatory develoom ent."9/ bike Western
economic development, liberatory% development" aims to
improve the material conditions. of life. B it emphasizes:
(1) popular autonomy 29d a nonelitist,mode; (2) eliminating
patterns of dependence, and domination; (3) freedom from
oppressive kinds and institutionalizations of technology; (4)
liberatibn from class and race discrimination and from
cultural and psychic alienation; and (5) neultural,, spiritual,
and aesthetic maturation.v This concept of development
builds on the accomplishments of the basic long-term modern-
ization trend; but rejects a future that implies uncritical ex-
trapolatitin of that trend. Thus, "liberatory development" also
..epresents a countertrend force.*

*Betty Reardon comments: "Citizenship education for a bet -
''°r future must deal in the present with hunger and poverty,
repression and discrimination) militarism and violence. These
trends are to me equally as significant as technology, central-
ization, and alienation."
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A D eloping Vision of a Transformed Society
w 4 .

.,Xhe analysis that (paws is based on numerous sources,
including those associated . with such litovernepts as: ,

appropriate technology '10/ ,liberatory development, 11/

voluntary simplicity, 127 conserver society, 13/ feminist and
person Tiber. ion 14/ human 13otentie, 15/ otology, 16/
docent?alizatidn, 17/ demanagem ent, 18/ new.
transcentrentalia& 19/ -attempts to synthesize all/of these
movements. 20T and social s'eigntific studies or the
predicament of .modern societies. 217 ilt attempts to identify
the definitiyei characteristics of the vision of a transformed
society which is implicit in the cogritertrend forces,"and also
to identify the sociopolitical dynamics of transformation.

This new vision of the future, can be discerned in a
multitude.of siqn.$ "specially 'rriovem'ents, writing, political
speeches, and emerging. conceptualizations. It is essentially
4istinet from either 'Marxism or Liberalism., although it shares
some bf the same human goals:.-The image is transnational,
with different emphases coming from different cultural
backgrounds. Because it is (or may be) emerging, no clear
articulatiOn of it is coming from any single country or any
particular political movement.

We shall summarize, thiaTtemptetl synthesis in five
defining c7racteristies of 0-0 image of a post - modernizing
future:

a. Man in harmony with nature

o b. Man in harmony with man

c. Individual self-actualization

.;

d. Cultural decentralization

e Globalization of global issues

16



Man in Harmony with Nature. This first characteristic
contrasts sharply with the exploitative attitude toward nature
that has been a hallmark of industrializingsociety. Primitive,
cultures typically had more cooperative, less exploitative
relationships with nature. In some cases (e.g., many
American Indian tribes) there was a clear tradition of caring
for the earth. Thus, there is much precedent for the
ecological ethic that now seems dictated by increasingly
serious environmental problems..

, Just as nature G experiments with life forms and
celebrates diversity, so in the post-modernizing future a
diversity of cultures would be fostered., This encouragement
of diverAty is primarily an. expression of the strengthening

'value, of self-determination. However, it also promotes sound
ecological developthent, since resilience of an ecosystem is
achieved through the diversity of participating organisms.
The law of hybrid Vigor is as pertinent in cultural evolutionas
in biolggy.

This characteristic also involves a reassertion of spirit.
This fact is evident in the "new transcendentalism" grouOings
in literature mentioned earlier; in survey data such as
Yankelovich's .identification of a- "new naturalisin" trend,
religious but largely noninstituionalized; 22/ and in the
observations of social scientists. 23/ A noteworthy aspect of
the counterculture movements in the industrialized countries
is insistence that an ubiquitous "perennial wisdom" underlies
all major religious- traditions and most primitive religions
(however much the emphases may vary from one tradition to
anoth4r), affirming the basic spirituality and oneness of man.
(Note, for example, the counterculture adoption of the
Theosophist concept of, the coming world order, the "Age of
Aquarius.") This common root experience of a persistently
rediscovered "perennial wisdom," reflected , in the many
diverse cultures of the globe, offers one promising basis for
grobal understanding, perhaps the most significant basis.

4
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Man in Harmony, with Man. The envisioned post-
modernizing world society emphasizes community in the
small, and global cooperation in the large. The "institutions
are to be personcentered and nondiscritninatory with regard
to sex, race, and culture. Where large institutions are
necessary, these need to be comprised of small, vital, face-

, to-face communities.*

On the world scale, there is to be a "greit leveling" of
rich and poor societies, not in gross national product (since
that is only one rough measure of well-being) but in equity, in
equality of.opportunity. The Western concept of economic
develop toward a "consumer society" is to be eschewed
if' fav r of "liberatory development," emphasizing liberation
of spirit and energy, self-reliance, preservation of cultural

e identity, and reassertion of group history. Gone will be the
mental yoke of superstition, illiteracy, fatalism, self-
denigration, submission to external authbrity replaced by
emphasis on human productiveness, autonomy, and global
cooperation.. For these conditions to be possible for the
individual societies, the international order must be reshaped
in a manner compatible with the legitimate goals of
_developed, developing, and socialist nations. 24/

*Kenneth -Prewitt questions the actual viability of -small,
decentralized political units. "Unfortunately, citizenship in
decentralized, small, face-to-face political units has not
fared well: Though limited, the research points in one
direction. Unless there is enforced consensus by tightly
restricting membership, the communal democracies have a
difficult time containing political conflicts without resorting
to those same institutional arrangements division of
political labor, representation, decision-rules which
characterize the larger society. Moreover, smallness can be
stiffocating."

Met
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In "TOwarct a New International Order," the
development task is described as follows:

.,

The failure of the present grder results essentially from
he inadequacy of a quantit!tive and economicsapproach

in attempting to solve in an uncoordinated and isolated
fashion problems that are global and interdependent...
Development... must not be limited to an elite, but must
aim at the material, cultural, and spiritual fulfillment of
the whole population, whictl, must be involyed in the
transformation of their Iociety.... Among the.
industrialized nations efforts must be made to secure
development in another direction in: order to put an end
to uncontrolled growth, with its consequences of wastes
and inequities, a deteriorating envi'onment, and a crisis

valuesthe source of tensions and of moral under-
development.25/

Individual Self-Acttialization. The new order is to be one
that fosters movement from self-subordination toward.self-
actualization. Especially in the workplace and in the
development of Third World countries is this emphasis on
self-actualization of central importance.

The basic idea here is perhaps best summarized in
Ma,slow's eoncept of "deficiency needs" and self actualization
needs. He observes that persons whose "deficiency needs"
not adequately satisfied are driven by them, Those whose
"deficiency needs" (for food, shelter, warmth, sex, belonging,
esteem) are reasonably well satisfied then are motiirated by
"selfactualization" or "being" needs. '26/ In the words of a
counterculture slogan, "We don't want to have more we

' want to be more.",

19
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ManifestattonS of this emphasis. *in the industrialized
countries are to be found especially in the various "liberation"
movements '(of women, minorities, the elderly, etc.) and in
the worker self-government, and "industri democracy"
movements of Northern Europe. In the T r World it is seen
most clearly as an insistence on &sting 11 all shackles of
poverty and exploitation (by landlords, rich ruling classes,
imperialist!). "Through focusing on self-development and
building together, the individual actualizes his higher
fulfillment.

4 -

tultural Decentralization. Implicit in the new vision isAde repudiation of the centralist tendenties of both capitalist and
socialist management and produCtion, as well as the
continued urbanization tendencies of induitrializing Itocieety.
Espoused instead is decentralization -- of populsition
concentration, of oommunity, of agriculture, of management
and control, ortechnology, of economic production. 27/ This
is not a new theme in the United States it is the tradition

. of Jefferson and Emerson and the agrarian movement; &spice
Brandeis wrote of "the curse of bigness" in business. 28/at is
an aspect of the Third Iforld reaffirmation of cutffiral
identity, and its growing doubts about the wisdom of adopting
Western large-scale technology, Green Retiolution and all.

The issue of decentralization is particularly apparent in
the Opr late technology movement in insistence on
"human-scale technology under human control." Stavrienos
phrases the shit/ as being "from aristo-technology to demo-
"technology" 29/ This issue will be one of the main themes of
the forthcoming United Nations Conference of Science and
Development. It ,is already expressed concern of the
International Labor Orgartization, the U.N. Ind riel
Development Organization,'and the World Bank.

.20
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Increasing insistence on participatory democratic

procedures is closely related to decentralization politics. So
also is the politization of scientific and technical decisions.
(e.g., location of nuclear power plants, control of hazardous
substances),.*

.

Globalization t of Issues. Coexisting with the
e derentraliztation characteristiT, and not in conflict with it, is

the global managenient of affairs that, by their very nature,
are concerns of the entire population of the earth. These 4.
include use and care of the oceans and atmosphere,
exploitation of nonrenewable resources, and control of
weapons of mass destruction.

The New Politics of Liberation
O. .r

Equally impOrtant to accurate assessment of the
plausibility of this alternative world development is depiction
oC the change process envisaged. TO process is to be
distinguished from both the liberal and the classical radical
strategies.

*.

*Kenneth prewiit argues for greater attention to political
aspects of alternative futures: "There is a political context
for the conception of citizenship and therefore a basis for
talking about alternative modes of Citizenship education. I
search for a theory of government which would inform either *

the extrapolated or transformed . futures described by
Harman, and I find only code words such as- 'decentralization'
and 'participatory democracy'..:' ,

/
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In the liberal democraciesoocial change has been funded
during recent decades by economic growth and implemented
through centralized government programs. The new vision.
repudiates both assumptions that change is a matter of
money spent, and that change comes from the top down.

,

On the other hand,
.

the classical political. revolution is
not the pattern either. In the Third World particulaily,
revolutionary violence is seen as by Fanon 10/ as
necessary for certain stages. But this is not the primary
process seen for the metamorphic change to post-modernizing
society, especially .as it is represented in the countertrend
movements of the industrialized nations.

. .

The basic strategy of the "new politics of liberation" is
"witharawal of consera from inatitutions"31/ i.e., delegiti-
matins. The solution is not seen ias amassing power to alter
exploitation (the old leftist strategy} nor devising programs to
"help others" (the liberal abroach). It is, rather, to change
the baSic relationships betweqn.perions and the institutions to
'Which they are (unconsciously) enslaved.*

%

*Prewitt questions the imp116ations of withdrawal of consent:
It seems that the most efficacious thing the citizen can do is

withdraw consent from the institutions of society, to de-
legitimate those institutions. Set aside what this means for
society and inquire only into what it implies for citizenship.
Harman is asking the citizen to 'exit' from society without
actually leaving ft. This is an ambiguous role at best, a
profound alienation at worst."

it
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ihereas social change his been attempted in the past.
by bureaucratically managed programs, this change is postux
lated to come about by. grass-roots permeation-riot by a
tightl' organized effort, but through autonomous groups
guid d by a common vision. These "new politics" groups areel

alert to the danger of being co-opted, so they tend-to
be ameleonic and flexible. The networks of which they are
the nodes tend to be quasi- invisible, "composed of auto-
noMous segments which are organizationally self-sufficient,

of which could survive.the elimination of all the others...
(t ese) movements do not have's single paramount leader who

rioritrol or even speak for tlie entire movement. Each cell
as its own (leader who) may not be recognized as aleader by

/members of other segments of the movement:. (This) is
/ precisely the sort of pattern consistent with a vision of 'the
global village,' "debureauczatization,Ydecentralization,' and

t 're- humanization "' (Hine). 32/

/ The ,basic theme Is not mass manipulation, but mass
i awakening. It is characteristic of these movements that the

rhetoric may include patently unreasonable demands, whose
, function 'is to "awaken consciousness," to "radicalize." The
long -term purposes of the molment have to be discerned
underneath these surface radical tact', s. ,

ra.. ,

As to the individual participa s, they ,seem to be in
part at least guide by Henry .David Thoreptes injunctions:
"Let your life be a counter/ fiction to stop the machine."

,
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Rolenst, the Gpmmunications Revolution

We have seen that two factors that make metamor-
phosis to. a post-modernizing society a plausible scenario are
the push of the various countertrend forces and the pull of a
vision of a new society. A third factor of .a somewhat
different sort is the communications revolution - the com-
bined effects of worldwide electronic communication, rapid
and cheap travel!, and dramaticallAincre4sed literacy levels.
The overall result is that knowledge of the world's problems
and also the countertrend arguments, is widespread and
travels rapidly. These developments riralte, it possible for
localized minority moyements to become part of the world's
consciousness' to an unprecedented degree, and to produce
prompt effetts. Changes which once would have . taken
centuries now seem plausible in mere decades.

An Assortment of Alternative Futures

By concentrating on basic structures and enduring
patterhs; we have identified a critical dimension along which
to scan alternative futures. At one end of the scale Is a
future in which the forces prove to be present for transfor-
mation to a post-modernizing future. At the other end is an
extrapolative future in which the transforming forces turn
out to have been illusory; and the major societal trends of the
past, continue without significant change. (see Figure 1). Of
these two extremes, I have devoted most of the discussion to
the transforming future, because it is much less familiar.
Daniel Bell's "The Coming of Post - Industrial Society" provides
a good description of the extrapolativefuture.

4.

There is another, orthogonal dimension along which
forecasts can be arrayed -- that of "success': vs "failure." For
example, the forecasts of Herman .Kahn and Daniel Bell tend
to be in the "extrapolative-success" quadrant. Robert
Heilbrong's dismal "Human Prospect" would be placed in the
"extrapolative-f allure" area. A number of the "New Age"
writers (e.g., L. S. Stavrianos, Mark Satin) describe futures in
the "transformational-success" quadrant. No one seems to
have been very interested in, describing In detail a future in
which the fdrces for transformation prevail, but the society
just doesn't work, although a number of writers have
expressed apprehension of this

24
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Figure 1'. - Typesof Societal Forecasts
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How, might various citizen education 'measures fare in
these futures? What kinds, of measures would tend to be
proposed, what barriers might they face, and how successful
would tboy be? What are reasoniable expectations for citizen
education measures, in terms of the path that overall society
makes? (

To answer these questions, 1 shall first define a.numlier
of critical Issue' areas w re resolution would be very
dif fere in the four types 'future contexts, and then
examin the relation of citiz education to these issues.
With t at analysis as additional background I shall comment
more specifically oit the compatibility of various citizen
education measures with these four types of future contexts.

CRITICAL, ISSUE AREAS

The long-term modernization trend has affected society
in several ways. Four areas stand out in particular: man's
relation to the natural environment, the individiial's institu-
tiohalized role in society, the quality of institutionalized
decisionmaking,.ancLthe values and goals of individuals and
society.

' Throughout the modernization period man has in certain
respects gained progressively more and more control over the
natural environment. However, the future appears to hold
serious problems of resource exhaustion and environmental
deterioriation. Attempts to resolve these problems will
differ within the alternative futures.

The economic productivity of the individual has. become
increasingly emphasized as industrialization progressed, and
the role has tended to be equated with jobs in the, economy.
Economic rationality has become increasingly influential in
social decisionmaking. Societal valuel and goals have become
increasiltgly materialistic. All of these tendencies have
consequences, that are viewed differently in the various
future contexts.

c
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-... 'AA. in attempting to underitand the complexities of
.finding ad4pprotiate stand for citizen education, it will be
helpful to eiamine the relationship between citizen education
:apd the folloalfig issue areas:

1. Etiergy4nd environment
.

2. Work and citizen roles

e

3. Industrial-economic rationality in social decision-
making

4. Societal values and goals

-Energy and Environment

Quite apart from the foregoing arguments that a major
transformation of industrialized society may be taking place,
there is an imminent change that will affect the lives of all
Americans. That is the depletion of abundant and cheap
energy. Industtial society was built on cheap fossil fuel; it
remains to be seen Now it will survive the transition: to scarce.
and expensive energy.

The facts are blunt and simple. Oil and gas supply in
the United States will decline from here on, even if prices are
allowed to rise. The contribution of nuclear energy is limited
by social resistance and time lags. Solar and wind energy will
eventually pick up a good.bit of the loadAut not before the
end of the century. As for fusion, maybe some day we will
have it -- but not as soon, notias clean, and not as cheap as
originally advertised, Geothermal will riot contribute much
for a long time. Coal is called the transition fuel, but there
are tremendous problems associated with using. coal to
replace oil and gas in the quantities contemplated. So this
country will increasingly depend on imported oil, with the
attendant hazard that this entails. Furthermore,- world oil
demand will probably outstrip supply before the end of the
century and America will be factd with the unpleasant
decision of whether the rich and powerful fill their so-called
energy needs, or sacrifice to enable the developing countries
to survive. :
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There is a ittong correlation betweep anation's total
energy use, its flow-through of other rIsources, its total
economic activity, arid the overall environment. impact of
that activity. These relationships can be changed over time,
but 'because they are tied up with the country's whole way of
life this is hot an easy thing to accomplish.. Thus from the
standpoints of both environmental protection and the' limits
on nonrenewable resources, there are powerful reasons why
the United States should severely cut back on its energy
demands, to buy time until the long-range resolution of the
energy problem ks more clear. Energy conservation appears
to be essential to both the short-run and the longTrun
solutions.

However, there seem to be equally pogierful reasons
why precipitous demand reduction would be inwise. They
hinge on the effects on the economy and on employment. If
the past relationships between economic growth, .labor pro-
ductivity, and employment obtain, limitations on energy use
and othe resource use would seem to forebode a future
chronic and serious unemployment problem.

Should citizen education place- strong emphasis on
raising awareness with respect to long-range issues of energy
conservation, environmental protection, and lowering nuclear
risks? Or should this emphasis be tempered by concern for
economic health and employment problems? Clearly, the
answer is not a simple One.

It is important to recall that Western society had to
learn (aftei the Middle Ages) the concept of 'lettering the
Fh7fcal environment through material progress. After World
War II people had to learn that, whereas frugality had been a,
virtue and hedonistic consumption a vice, thenceforth the
role of "consumer' was to be a virtuous calling, and frugality
was bad for the economy. These 'earnings involved Changing
some of the most fundamental assumptions of the culture;

, they did not come quickly or easily.
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If any of these traits proie to 'lead toward a nonviable
future, to unlearn them also involves change .at a very
fundamental level change that would involve all of a total
'interrelated system of beliefs, values, attitudes, and
expe'etaticins, and the social institutions which those underlie.

Work and Citizen Roles ! -
.

Perhaps if there were enough work,' many of society's
social problems would disappear. National budgets would be
more easily balanced; welfare costs would b'e down.
Teenagers would enter the work forces; the elderly could find
part-time employment. Discilmination against minorities
would decrease. Less human energy and resources would be
wasted; and more opportunity would exist for individual self-

. fulfillment. Urban decay could be slowed or halted, bringing
relief t6 a host of related problem areascrime, &lig abuse,
hoysing, school problems, and city financial crises. There

. would be less pressure ip neglect preserving the environment
or conserving energy when those actions threaten jobs. There
would be less resistance to providing substantial aid to the
poorer Opuntries. Failure to solve the employment problem
creates a barrier to resolving other problems.

. '
As with the energy problem, an impressive array of

statistics can be summoned forth to argue the fine points of
the situation. The real problem, however, is intrinsic to
advaticed stages of industrialization, no matter how a
particular society may go about disguising it. The central.
long-term thrust of industrialized society is toward
production of increasing (material) wealth per capita. In the
end there are two possible: directioni this, trend can go
toward more pei capita consumption of wealth or toward less .
per capita time spent at working toiproduce wealth.
Environmentol. and resource limits eventually preclude
indefinite expansion in the first direction (even assOming that
people can be trained to want more and more). On the other
hand, abrupt reduction of working time presents problems of
a different sort, since it is mainly through work that persons
maintain their meaningful participation in society. In fact,
with rising educational levels 'there is increasing need for
meaningful, creative work. 29
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As industrialization proceeds, dependence of persons on .
the economy tends to increase, and their ability to subsist
independently by their own efforts decreases. But tech-
nology's contributions to increasing labor productivity have
resulted in a decreasing fraction of the adult population being
required in production activities. Thus, more and more.
welfare and other forms of transfer payments (and their -.
equivalent in various subtly disguised fcirms of featherbedding
and makework) replace contribution to production as a basis
for income distribution. This has an assortment of diiadvan-
tages. The role Of consumer does not give the same sense of
satisfaction and of affirmation by one's fellow citizens that
comes from 'a role in needed production activities. Further-
more, those citizens *ho work. resent supporting those who
don't. .

With risi rational levels have come expectations
that people's wor lives would Atilize their talents and
challenge them to develop their potential. Unfortunately, a
significant fraction of the jobs in industrialized society is
neither intrinsically challenging, nor directly related to
inspiring societal chldlenges. The result has beeh wideserga
anomie and complaints of underemployment.33/

Yet in spite of these complaints of insufficient opportu-
nities to apply abilities, society has no dearth of tasks whose
accomplishment would be worthwhile and beneficial. How-
ever, many of these tasks.(e.g., beautification, conservation,
community services, caring) cannot be easily structured in
the profitmaking private sector. There are well-known
disadvantages (e.g., high taxes, bureaucratic inefficiency) to
structuring them in the public sector. They could perhaps be
performed in the extended family and the voluntary sector as
they existed a half century or a century ago. However, since
the industrialized economy became the dominant institution
in society, the extended family has diminished and voluntary
associations often seem puny by comparison with the giant
institutions of business and government. ,
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Should education continue thetemphasis on academic
achievement and occupational preparation to fit students for
the increasingly intense competition for jobs of any sort, let
alone jobs that make lull use of their academic preparation
and bring satisfaction and fulfillment? Or should it place
more emphasis on preparing for constructive citizen roles,
including training: for citizen Involvement to help change
unsatisfactory characteristics of society? Again, it it not a
simple choice. As with the issues of energy and environment,
at the heart of the difficulty are fundamental trends of long
standing. To go with these trends is probably to fail to

."---/ address the right problem, and to oppose them is a formidable
undertaking.

The Fundamental Role of industrialEconomic Rationality

My purpose here has not been to analyze these specific
problems With any great degree of thoroughness,.but rather to
point out how fundamentally they are built into the basic
industrial - economic rationality, of society. The energy
dilemma is a dilemma because the demands of the economy
make it impossible to cut back to the extent that prudence
indicates we should. The elion more fundamentaremplori)ertt
dilemma -- of society's not being able to provide enough
structured, constructive work roles to go around -- is intrinsic
to industrialized society's placing the economy in such a
central position.

- The extent ,tO which economic rationality has sup-
planted more humanistic rationalities and pervades all social,
transactions is far greater than assumed at first thought.
Prevailing economic accounting methods tend to force all
activities into the mainstream economy. Exchanges which
once were performed, with caring, in the household and
community (e.g., much food and clothing proddttion, care of
the aged) become commodities served out by large, priper-
sonal corporaf ns. Other exchanges' that remain in the

A hdusehold t'counted in economic indicators (like the
GNP) and e psychologically seem, to "not count." (Thus,
the housewife cefls a pressure to "get a job," partly so her
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activities in the society will be counted. In like manner,
voluntary citizen participation is "not counted" in the
impersonal andnon-civic-minded economy. )

Even more important in some ways is the steady
encroachment of economic rationality into all -aspects of
societal decision making. Basic sociopolitical decisions at
whatever level community or national Involve
noneconomic factors an often; explicitly or (usually)'
implicitly, basic metapMrsical issues. Yet as the long-
term trend has evolved, more and more these fun.damental
philosophical concerns have been more and more
overwhelmed by the apparent power of economic
rationality. Citizens have been persuaded that the most
rational and politically satiOactory decision rationale
involves incorporating as faithfully as possible all relevant
factors into an economic framework. Awareness of the
extent to which this Process distorts humanistic valus has
come to be largely suppressed. The question "How much
is a human life worth in dollars?"has apparently become a
meaningful.

Economic rationality is characterized by concern for
precision in putting relevant data in quantitative form; by
emphasis on such, quantifiable criteria as efficiency,
productivity, and dollar cost per unit of output; and by
comparison of direct nvnetary costs and benefits in
judging .among alternatifes. It focuses on how society
chooses to employ scarce productive resources that have
alternative uses. It handles the future rationally through
letting future values have an appropriately discounted
influence on present decisions. It is adaptable to handling
uncertainty and risk through probabilistic methods (e.g.,
the probability of a devastating nuclear accident).

Economic rationality is favored for bureaucratic
selection and justification of decisions because of its
credibility. It provides a set of rules for making choices
that can be supported on empirical and logical grounds anti
are relatively defensible against a charge of biased value
judgments. It, can demonstrate to the taxpayer what he is
getting for the tax dollar. It impresses with
quantitative hardheadedness.
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In fact, it is bdreaucratically favored in both Govern-
ment and business primarily because it allows the decision-
maker to retreat to a safe, impersonal distance from the
consequences of his decision. It is much less unpleasant to
fire an employee on the basis of his quantitative sales record
than to confront him with a judgment that in intangible ways
he is disruptive to the organization. Economic, rationality
helps conceal the consequences of social choices on future
generations (whose rights and. we fare are "discounted" to
the point that it 'seem's rational th the should not be a,
matter of concern) or on the Ooor and wretched populations
of the earth (whose welfare, together with that of the living
environment, is dismissed in economic rationality as mere
"externalities"),

Lest these comments sound Merely deprecative, it is
important to note the positive accomplishments of economic
rationality. Economics, like science, contributed greatly to
the democratization of authority -- the latter through the
public validation and dissemination of knowledge, and the
former thfough providing a rational accounting framework
for debate. Thus the sociopolitical contribution of economic
rationality in the history of democratic government, self-
determination, and person-liberation is most significant.

However, the impt4ssive achievements of the quanti-
fied techniques of economic rationality muse not be allowed
to obscure the mischief that arises when this rationality is
elevated from technique to dogma. Economic rationalityle has come to substitute as a pseudo-ethic in making societal
decisions. It has been given this place because citizens have
become exceptionally confused about the eternal value
issues. The encroachment is insidious because it all sounds
so reasonable..

Should citizen education include content which const-
itutes a challenge to such a subtle but fundamental aspect of
modern society?
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Knowled e of Values d oals

This moral con dsion is largely related to the way in
whii.h what I r termed the "tertinification" of knowl-
edge led to the erosion of knowledge about. values and their
origins.

A brief reminder will serve to ,recall well-known
characteristics of the dominant scientific paradigm. The
primary emphasis is on quantitative data and on observing
the ,objective world through empirical measufement. Expla-
nations tend to be reductionistic (explaining broad happen-
ings in terms of elemental phenomena) and models to be
eterministic: 'Science is balmily value-inattentive) al-

, hough it is dominated by the prediction- and - control values
of the industrializing society in which it evolved. Technical
and economic values play a commanding role in setting
research Priorities.

There has always been another kind of knowledge, of
course, represented in the hurhanities and religions. This
emphasizes human subjective experience. Here the concern
is more with accurate representation of the qualitative,
rather thin on what can be 'quantified. Explanations tend to -

be holistic, and models teleological rather than determi-
nistic. For example, organisms are considered as wholes and
their motivations and purposes are considered to be relevant
'data. This knowledge is value-focused on what is wholesome
fob human and societal' growth and_development. As -the.,.
prestige oftpositivistic science increased, this second kind of
knowledge tendedto be.considered of Secondary impottance,
or explained away in terms of the firsti Remember the.
"warfare. between science and religion," which science
presumably won? i . I

t
The present value crisis -- the crisis over what values

and goals should guide our fabulously powerful manipulative
capabilities hakeits roots here. Every stablewiety,
has ever existed on the globe, ancient or modern?Eastern or- /.
Nesthrn,_ has `derived its basic value commitments from

444'
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area of subjective experience, which our
scientific - technological zeal has tended t
if not debunk. M positiv'stic science e
transcendental e for Jude. 'stian v
accurately, or the perennial wis'om
religious cautions), citizens have become like a ship with
poafful entries but no chart or compass.

Western
downgrade
ed the

(or, more
of all the world's

at
q, oth within the scientific community and in the

(*Hum these two kinds of knowledge are coming
_

repignized complementary, as shedding different
ds of-fight on\ the totality of human experience.

S 41entific expleraticnks into subjective phenomena e.g.,
uneonscious process, hypnosis, psychosomatic illness,
biofeedback ,training- ere being supplemented with new
discoveries in such areas as consciousness rich and
psychic phenomena. Whenever the nature of man has been
pribed deeply? whethar in the context of ancient esoteric
of modern scientjfic endeavors, the predominant fact

?r.emerging is The duality of his experience. He is found to
be both physical and spiritual, with neither explainable in
terms of the other. Thus, scientific (physicalistic) and
reltious (transcendental) metaphors .are complementary.
Neither contradicts the otheil both are needed to deal
with man's wholeness.

Contrasting images of man and society. This dual
image of Man, as both physical and spiritual, living. in two
realms, prevailed among the founders of the Nation. It is
implicit in the .Freemasonry tradition that 'strongly
influenced almost all the signers of the Declaration of
Independence and delegates to the ConstitutiOnal
Convention; their sense of what was to guide the new
Nation is commemorated in the symbolism of the Great
Seal on the back of the dollar bill. gid For a time this
image appeared to have been rendetV obsolete, victim of
the impressive accomplishments of p itivistic science. It
appears now to be renascent. ,
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The. image of democratic society' exprfssed in the
statements of the Nation's founders is compatible with
this dual image of man and also with an influential image
from earlier times the Greek concept of Paidea. Robert
Hutchins describes-- the "learning society" in which
learning, citizenship, and

all its institutions are directed to this end: This i s
what the Athenians did... , They made their society
one designed to bring all its members to the fullest .
development of their highest powers.A Education
was, not a segregated activity, conducted for certain 4
hours, in certain places, at a certain time of life. it
was the aim of the society..., The Athenian was
educated by the culture, by Paidea. 35/
41, . .

.

Paidea was the educating matrix of the society, involving
' all ifs institutions. The highest and centre theme of

Paidea was'e the individual'$ "search for the Divine
Center." 36/

.t:

The images seem to reveal a central issue of citizen
education. Earlier I summarized the tasks of citizen
education as distilled from numerous writings and
statements on the klbject. These tasks of citizen
education are much more compatible with the Paidea
image of society than with the ecopomic image, and with
a spiritual rather than a materieistic image of man.
What seemed to be a neutral definition of citizen
education turned out to be not so neutral with regard to*
societal goals.

.., I $
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CITIZEN EDUCATION MEASURES IN ALTERNATIVE
FUTURES

I am now ready to address the second of the two
questions asked in the beginning:

Whitt are'reasonable expe4tations regarding adoption
of krid outcomes from ditizen education programs or other
interventions?

It will suffice to examine four bases; Consider two
futures one an extrapolative future in which the trends
of the past tend to continue, anti the other a transforming
future in which the forces for transfoPma earlier
identified are strong enough to bring about ajor
change. Consider also two alternative stances for tizen
education one tending to.,"go with", the, d giant
tendency in society, and the other tending to hl6' se itO

(see Figure 2). I shall briefly examine the t and
probable .efficacy of citizen eecation interven
each of the four cases: ".

I. Extrapolative future; Citizen education
With" 2 4 ; 1."

t %

*I

2. Extrapolative futue; citizen education.
, ,,. , .°

3. Transforming future; citizen education going
with" , .,

.
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4.. Transforming future; citizen education opposing.*
. - .66

Extrapolative Future: Citizen Education "Going With"

This is a situation in which the society is assumed to
be following a path somewhat like that described by Bell
as "post-industrial society," and citizen education is
essentially committed to maintaining and increasing the
viability of that society. Thus, it includes emphasis on
understanding and preparing for participation in a social
system of managed , capitalism, with _ increasing
centralization and, concentration of economic and political
power.. ,Citizen education stresses' faith in rationality,
planning, science, and technology to obtain satisfactory
resolution of complex societal probrems. Skills of
citizenship , include strong emphasis on scientific and
management background, in reparation for involvement
with institutionalized so change. Value positions
include promoting fair and'adeguate social welfare. While
on the one hand equity issues are stressed, on the other
hand there is a caution ainst extreme egalitarianism
egalitarianism' that rec izes neither excellence nor the

. ,

*Ronald ficunner states: "In my view, neither of the two
futures should be taken as a societal determinant of citizen
education policy nor should the post-modernizing vision
be taken as, the goal of citizen education policy. These
futures and this vision should play the rich loremore modest
role of data on the ideological tendencies of the current
era, to be included along with other data in curriculums
and the media of mass communication.° .

v.

t..
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Figure 2: - Four. Cases for Examination
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importance of financi3and status incentive in bringing
society the accomplishments of modern business and
industry, and .that makes entitlement claims which may
endanger the vitality of the overall productive system.
The content of citizen education is strongly influenced by
society's movement toward a "services and knowledge"
economy, MC increasing numbers of intellectuals
involved in what Galbraith has termed the
"technostructure."

Because citizen education is assumed to be aligned
with the direction society is heading, there is little
problem with institutional and financial support. There is
somewhat of a problem, however, with dissidents who
perceiv a different societal path as desirable, and tend to
be a disruptive influence.

*Prewitt remarks on teed to make citizenship L,
meaningful "even'in the extrapolated future. HOW
might citizens adoommodate themselves to the in-
creasing specialization of politics? What criteria,
humanistic as well as rationalistic, might be used
to .select among carpeting :policies in the provider
state? Can the Government'be used to bring to
account non-state actors, such as the scientifib and
technological communities, without itself becoming
unaccountable?"

40
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Extrapolative Future: Citizen Education Opposing

This is a case that 'highlights a basic dilernasajtj
citizen education. In any society whoseptopTe aspire to
be politically, culturally, and humanly free, the education
of its citizens has two aspects. One is socialization-0-
promoting values and beliefs and developing skills that
conserve the character of the particular society and make
it viable. The other is transcending socialization--
encouraging self-awareftws and fulfillment, and
developing independence of spirit and thought and the
ability to engage in social criticism ancl4 creative political
activity: The second aspect is very much muted in tradit -
tonal societies.

But in American tradition it has always been strong.
'Know thyself" has been honored in principle at least, and
citizens have taken pride in "the continuing American
Revolution" and the radical stream that .has emerged as
populism, abolitionism, unionin, women's suffrage, civil
rights, environmentalism, consumerism, and a host of
minority group movements. The citizen education defined
in the beginning of our discussion as involving two
components preparing for effective citizenship and
enfranchisement of citizens includes both of these
educational aspects.

41
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In the ease being considered, the socialization-
transcending aspect predominates, and citizen education
belongs to the previously described "countertrend," aiming
at a 7post-modernizing" society. To raise misgivings
about where the modernization trend would take us if
continued indefinitely is to fundamentally challenge the
status quo. To argue for reinstatement of a
transcendental base for societal values and goals 1.s to
criticize the pretensions to comprehensiveness of a
materialistic science that, in the past at least, has been
guilty of denying the validity of the spiritual experience
which slipped through the net of its methodology. To
encourage citizen participation in the vital reassessment
underhay is to encourage creative radicalism. To insist
that all forms of disfranchisement, however s title, need
to be rooted out is to eh rme = honoreti
characteristics of the social order.

4

This is a case where the forces of historical inertia
And of economic rationality are overpowering. Citizen
'education as radical criticism will tend to encounter
terriers and may 3)e subtly rendered ineffective. In this
case many of the recommendations and gods will be
viewed as impractical (e.g., ignoring the very real dictates
of the economy), irresponsible (e.g., disregarding the\need
to maintain economic growth so less fortunate countries
can be helped), pessimistic (e.g., advocating needkess
austerity), defeatist (e.g., abandoning the noblest goals \of
man such as space exploration), romantic (e.g.attemptill
to turn back the clock to a pastoral paradise that never
was), retrogressive (e.g., rejecting technological,.
accomplishment for a "simpler" life), agitative (e.g.,
promoting discontent), and subversive.

j
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Transforming Future: Citizen Education "Going With"

Our thireCase assumes that society is undergoing
metamorphosis to a post-modernizing society, and citizen
education is aiding that process. The transformation is
not without its problems. From a material standpoint the
standard of living, appears to decrease. The necessity of
serious energy. conservation has been recognized, and in
many diverse ways the impact of the new frugality is felt..
Society considers it has a serious obligation to provide
meaningful social reles for all who desire them

However, it is no longer assumed that these role will
all be jobs in the private and public sectors. A the
realization has spread that the voluntary sector prow
the key to employment dilemmas, annual financial support
in the tens of billions of dollars has been made available
(partly through liberalized law relating to giving, and
partly through entitlement programs). A host of voluntary.
associations and nonprofit entrepreneurial activities

.provide a diversity of challenging roles ranging from
neighborhood reconstruction corps to sophisticated
research tasks and citizen groups addressing. global,
problems. The desire for decentralized workplaces and a
restrengthening of the family have resulted in new home-
work patterns (with reduced commuting distances); there
is a thriving new kind of cottage industry. Morale is high
and there is a pervasive excitement about building the
new society, using the Paidea image as a guide.I
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Citizen education is infused with new meaning.
Whereas the citizen of 1970 had often fejt impotent and
depersonalized by the giant bureaucracies" in business and
Goverhment, and "alienated by the directions society was
taking, the citizen of the transforming society (ebb
exhilarated,by the challenge of building the new society.
He is learning with a purpose, and applying what is
lend. -Formal citizen education activities are
auately supported by society, but more importantly,
there is a sense that in 'a constantly changing situation, all
citizens are being educated all of the time.

Transforming Future: Citizen Education Opposing

The final scenario portrays citizen education, being
essentially conservative, lagging behind and resisting the
transformation to a post-modernizing society.

/en education is financially well supported but
ineffective. It is ineffective mainly because it doesn't
correspond to reality as the students perceive it. The
emphasis on occupational preparation fills neither the
perceived needs of the academically successful, who tend
to be critical of "the system" and resist becoming
"another computer entry," nor those of the academically
unsuccessful, who sense they are being trained for jobs
that won't be waiting for them when they get out. The

'citizen education curriculum pertains to a system that
many of the students see as waning. They find more
interest and value in real-life participation in "new
society" activities they see all around them than in the
kind of citizen participation they are being taught.

5_,
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CONCLUDING OBSERVATION

_.

At first glance, the final result of this excursion into
the future may seem disappointing. It does not predict
specifically which recommendations are likely to succeed
and which are ill-conceived. Rather, it says that society
may be in process of making a momentous choice one of
the most fateful in human history. Citizen education is
but a small part of a larger pattern. It will tend to go as
the overall rfttern goes in the long run. To the extent
that citizen education initiatives are in accord with the
general direction of societal evolution, they Will be sup-
ported and be successful; to the extent they oppose the
overall thrust, they will be frustrated.*

*Focusing on Harman's concluding observations, Lee
Anderson remarks: "It seems to me that the single most
probable alternative future is one that Harman does not
explicitly discuss. This is a future characterized by a rich
and chaotic mixture of modern and post--nodern elements.
'Our century,' as the Mexican poet Octavio Paz observes,
is a huge cauldron in which all historical eras are boiling
and mingling.' This is likely to be true of much, if not all,
of the 21st century as well. If this" is the case, then
citizen education is occurring and will continue to occur
within 'a societal context characterized by increasing
complexity, chaos, tension, and uncertainty. Thus, the
most probable future context of citizen education is one
that does not fit neatly into either a model of an
extrapolative future or a transformed future."
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This conclusion should not be discouraging to those

who aspire to contribute to a hetter world through, citizen
education. They may ask, in view of these powerful
historical currents, ."Can the individual rirAke , a
difference?" Perhaps the best answer ill "individuals are
the only ones who can." It has been said that nothing is as
powerful as an idea whose time has come. Implicit in the
arguments of the foregoing pages is an idea whose time
may have -come. It Is individuals who will decide.* ....

This idea has no name yet. It .is born of an
observation that the consequences of growth alono; the
long-term modernization trend are tending to be
increasingly weighted toward negative (see Table 2).
The idea involves Langdbn Winner's concept ,.,of
"autonomous technology" 371- "technics-out-of- control:"
Technology, once guided bygocial goals and values, has
taken on a society-shaping ementum all its own. Winner
speaks of "reverse adaptation"; instead of the means
adapting to the,: ends, the autonomous technostructure
with its Inherent' demands drives consumer preference,
political decisions, and even primary social goals. Human
values and goals adjust to match the character of
available means. -

Kenneth Prewitt finds a contradiction' hem "If
futureology has proceeded without a theory of,
government, it has also failed to develop a convincing g:}
theory of social change which is alert to political

I. dynamics. Harman, for instance, moves all the way from
an approving citation of Braudel's conception of dpep
structures of historical transformation-to the proposition
that individual efficacy is the engine of social change."
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Table 2
... Summary of Arguments Why Long-Term

Modernization Trend Must Turn

The Long-Term Moderni-
zation Trend Has in the
Past Brought:
, ,
Material abundance

. . . .
)

Problem- solving
capabilities

so.

Unintended benefits
(e.g., new technologies
suggested by scientific
advances)

Freeing of individuals .

0 (e.s., from economic
L....want, natural disasters)

fa Continuation in the
Future Tends to Bring: 6

BU? -

New forms of scarcity
(e.g., of physical resources,
of waste-absorbing capacity
of of the physical envirortment,
of resilience of life,-spporting
ecosystems)

#
Pro blem-generating tendencies
(e.g., deteriorating ernhronmental
quality, chronic unemployment,
decreasing satisfaction;
from institutionalized 7.
roles) .

Unintended negative consequences
(e.g., threats to healtli
from synthetic chemicals,
disruption of natural balances)

.
tiolaving of individiils

, (e.g., through dOrninance
of latge institutions, imposition
of economic rationality. .
on more and pore aspects
of life) -

Threats to democracy
(e.g., by increasingly autonomous
character of economic ,

and technological institutions)

Support for democracy .

(e.g., by raised educational
levels, supplying ration ='
lity,for open decision-
making) . :_.
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The tdea also incorporates the observation of Fred
Hirsch, in "Social:WM& to Growth,", 38/that the current
belief in growth, and especially the concept that
confirming groxn_ will enable us to sidestep the
distribution issue, is grounded in the false assumption that
.mdividoel benefits sdd up.' As he puts it so neatly, if one
person stands on tiptoe; he gets .a better view of the
parade; if all stand on tilitbe, all are more uncomfortable
but no one's'view is improved. -

.

In terms of the present discussion, these two insights
might combine to wistulate that the, shaping theme of
industrialized sciciay is ..T'autonomous modernization."
This theme has led tO the situation described by the -late '
E. F. Schumicher in .7A Guide foi the Perplexed": " 'Vlore
and more people are beginning to.rdalize that the 'modern,
experiment' has failed." 39 The ,theme, replacing .
'`,'autonomous modernization," ft tdea who time may
have come, is the vision of a "post-modernizing" future..
outlined earlier, . ,

The point is that when the idea's time really has?
come, the same sorts, of individual actions hich hadOnceL
seemed so futile and puny in the face of e juggernauts- NI

like morrientum of institutions, habi dogmas, . and
prejudices, .suddenly'begin to work tog er,n new ways.
The. history .of the civil fights,,mo ent furnishes 'an.
example. There vas^a lifne in 960V iffer which- it
was too plongdr socially pier r rk! the United States to
assert that Nicks are i =Whites. Nk'all racialt..
pgcMerns tyere "solve oursep ixtt. ,:ifter'that pOint in
time.the problem 6 ftsctvabl(in a new.way.

p-'
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One indicationZat this idea's time may indeelliv
have come is the crescendo of chall'inges to premises that
?ere previously unchallenged,.includingt

1.f It is inevitable and hence acceptable that the-
world should henceforth live in daily threat of nuclear
holocaust (pt best held at bay. by Some sort of agreement
built on the shtfting sands of international politics).

2. The present global maldistribution of wealth and
opportunity is tolerable and justifiable.

S

: '3. Pursuit of technoeconomia.system 4.g.,
4

economic growth, material progress, ficiency,
productivity power) will lead to a humane futu

lb
gc" 4. A viable future can he built on the current
pattern of man "controlling" through technology and
separating himself ffom the natural environment which
brought him forth -and sustains him.

5. The gradual degradation of the natural
e nvironment is a leasonablb price toe paid for economic
and technical proikess.

L. It is inherent in the nature of modern soci
that individual and so 'al activity, including the
individual's relationship to society, should*be structured as
part of the money economy and evaluated in monetary
terms.

. 4
7. There is no' escaping the scientific`demonstration

that 40jous sensibilities, a valid spirituel -basis for moral
choir 'p and the human being's power to make free
choicest ;are all merely figments of the imagination; and
hence that ,Western man, traditionally 'endowed with
reason, will, and a valid sense -of vahle, is an exploded
myth.

49,
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Citizen education implies the goal of participating
"effectively in the creation of a better society. Not better in
terms of satisfying special desires of one interest group or
another -- but better in the sense of more fully actualizing
the values inherent in ,the Western political tradition out of
which the Nation was created. These are values rooted in
age-old transcendental experience) repeatedly validatdd-*
through generations, and continually rediscovered in the
huinan spiritual experience.*

The essence of my conclusions is that not, only is this
goal of participating in the creation of a better society
meaningful in a new and even exhilarating sense, At
furthermore, it may be an idea whose time lijas come.

*Prewitt argues_ that the Western political tradition is
misinterpreted here: "Madison and his fellow founders were
tutored by P Locke, and Hobbes, not by Rousseau. The
Federalist papers explicitly use the Lockian tradition to
construct a political order dedicated to the satisfaction of

. special interests." Prewi..tt suggests that when the i
Madisonian view is rejected, it must be replaced by an
alternative view of government.
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1: Two useful summaries are: Edwa ?d Cornish, ed.,

":An ktroduction to the Study of the Future,
.Part I, Washington, D.C.: World Future SociOty,
1977; and WaYne I. Bouchered:., "The Study of

,the Future: -An Agenda for Resdirch," Washington,'
D.C.: Aational'Science Foundation report, No.
NSF/RA 770036, 1977. '

. I 0'
2. The Latter include Herman Kahh, .et al., "The Next

200 Years: A Scenario for. America and the World,"
New York: William Molrow, 1973; and Danie.Bell,
"The Coming of Post ;nail:atrial SoCiew: A

.
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Venture in Social Forecasting:" New York:' Basic
Books, 1973. For a coitrasting,' more pessimistic,
scenario, see Robert Heilbroner,,'''an Inquiry Into

the Human Prospect," New York: l.f.:W. Norman, 1974.
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. IIRobertalleilbroner, "The Great &Kent,. New York:

Harper and Row, 1968. . 4 '
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5. A good example of an exploration of alternative'
futures assuming no major grealin the. long-term
.trend will be found in Heiman Kahn and Anthony
Wiener, "The Year 2000," New York:,14acMillan Co.,
1567.
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6. Ronald Inglehart, "The Silent Revolution: Chong-
ing Values and Political! Styles aflong Western'pub-
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APPENDIX_ A

Clement Bezold

The implications of Willis Harman's paper are in three areas;

1. Citizen education through political participation;

2. Citizen learning through citizen movements;

3. Citizen education in the schools.

CITIZEN EDUCATION THROUGH
'POLITICAL PARTICIPATION

Political participation is often looked on as an outcome
or indicator of citizen education. Here I reverse the role of
political participation and look at its value as a means of
citizen learning in light of Harman's larger analysis of
alternative futures and the transformation.

Participation as a Learning Opportunity

Writeri from Alexis de Tocqueville to Frantz Fanon
have argued that the experience of participating in political
activity Can shape a new person, by socializing people into
new beliefs, attitudes, and values. Through participation
citizens develop a sense of "political efficacy" - the sense of
capacity to effectively manipulate their relevant surround-
ings through political participation.1/ Efficacy -- the sense
that one can make' a difference -- is an important part of
effective learning experiences.

John Dewey identified two characteristics of a learn-
ing experience and more recent educational writers have
added others: (I) that the experience be immediately
enjoyable; (2) that it lead to further learning experiences;
and (3) that it take part in something, worthwhile or
important.2/
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Most conventional forms of-participation (e.g., voting

in candidate elections) are really not learning experiences
when- judged by these criteria. Certain forms of communal
activity are, however, more effective in achieving ,educa-
tional purposes.

Forms and Patterns of Political Participation

!n the best empirical study to date of participation
modes in the United States, Sidney Verba and Norman H.
Nie used the following categories to identify activities
aimed at influencing the Government:3/

Campaign Activity
-persuading others how to vote
-actively working for party or candidate
-attending political meetings or rallies
-contributing moi)ey to party or candidate
-belonging to political clubs

Voting
-voting in presidential elections
-frequently voting in local elections

Cooperative or Communal Activity .

-working with others on a local problem
-forming a group to work onJocal problems .
-active membership in Community problem-solving
organizatiims, .,

Personal Contacts With Officials
-contacting local officials
-contacting State and National officials

When Verba and Nie examined the results of their 1967
survey of more than 2,500 citizens and leadell in 64

z

i
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communities, they found that 22 percent of citizens were
not involved in politics in anyway and the remainder could
be divided into five participation categories: the complete
activists (the 11 percent who work on community issues,
voting and campaigning); the campaigners (the 15 percent
who are heavily active in campaigns); the communalists (the
20 percent who either singly or with others attempt to deal
with the more general problems of their communities or of
their particular group); the parochial participants (the 4
percent whose activity is restricted to contacting public

, officials on matters that affect them only); and the voting
specialists (the 21 percent who vote regularly and do nothing
else).

The American voter has little knowledge of politics.
The :ark of Ni,a and Verta in indicates that of the
55 percent of the population who vote with any regularity,
only 26 percent (the campaigners and the complete activists),
have a medium or high level of knowledge, while those who
simply vote have low levels of information.

One explanation for this low level of pblitiCal
edge among Ametican voters is the feeling that as citizens
they can have little impact on what Governmkeeit

.
Political attitude studies from the I9 0's through the
1970's have shoWn that cili,zens express lov levels of
political inter and efficacy, Although American
tend to express favorable general attitudes about

. political participation as an ideal., most feel that they
are likely to have little or no ,effect on public policy
decisions.4/ '

Pollster Patrick Caddell cornmrted that "when' the
voler.no longer- believes that voting has anything but random
relation to outcome, he has no ,incentive to vote.5/,S.Drie
could add, nor to learn about the' voting situation or iti
institutional C011eXt; i.e'., which party is in power, who one's

. .
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Representative And Senators are, et cetera. Caddell
estimates that only about 12 percent Of the electorate felt

-that . their participation in the electoral process had any
effect.

How could the policymaking system be adjusted to
allow citizens to take effective part in shaping the future? I
shall examine three promising, developments, namely, ati-
zenti goals and future efforts by cities and Stglek", tech-
nology assessment, and legislative foresight..

Three Government-initiated changes iiighe .policy-
making process at local, State; and National jevels offer
promise for more effecike citizen education.

Goals and futures exercises: steps toward anticipatory
- democracy. Government's to more than 40 cities, States, and

regions have developed programs to involve the public in
setting goals and exploring the future of the area .6/

These represent the steps toward developing what
Alvin Tother termed "anticipatory democracy " decision-
making that utilizes citizen participation 'in an attempt to
create a more systematic awareness of the future and its
many ramifications.

.

In the best of these programs, citizens have been given
the opportunity firp to invent their preferred fututes for
the area and then to identify the policiesand the attendant
costs and implicitions required to .achieve these futures.
Once an initial working group of citizens and experts has
formulated the choices (in 'such 'policy areas as. housing,
education, transportation) inherent in these futures, the
futures are then taken to a wider group of citizens to be
reexamined and relined, ' The final set of choiqes is then
disseminated through local newspapers; this dissennation is
timed to coincide with television and other` Media programs
whos6 purpose is to iriforni citizens of the trends, conditions,
and opportunities underlying the chokes in the various
policy areas. . ,

4,
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The entire population is then invited to participate in
the project by responding to the newspaper survey or
questionnaire, expressing their own preferred futures. Pre-
liminary research indicates that where these programs have
given citizens the opportunity to explore a range of possible
futures, they have chosen a future which is in keeping with
Harman's image of the transformational society.

The implications of these exercises for citizen educa-
tion are extensive: citizens receive a sense of the major ,

forces and problems in their area; they also begin to
understand the workings of the policymaking process, and
the requirements for change. All this is occurring as they
shag the choices on the agenda and then register their
pref e ces.

Thinking through the consequences. In the late 1960's
g and early 1970's, the environmental movement joined with
some of those involved in technological forecasting to
question the previously unquestioned "technological imperat-
ive" -- the assumption that if ki..invention is technologically
and economically possible, it should be done. A movement .
emerged calling for technological assessment the syste-
matic consideration of,the range of co sequences likely to
flow from a technology before it in place.

The fundamental argument for this position is the way
in which technical decisions and their consequences are
linked 4.to the broad goals of society. The systematic

fansideration of consequences of alternative decisions can-
not be separated from consideration of the societal goals
toward which those consequences lead. Evaluation of
consequences is inextricably linked to the ultimate political
issues of preferred image of the future and means to
actualize that future. Thus public participation is essential
to technology assessment. .

)
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The growth of technology assessment isthe growth of
conscious efforti on the part of legislators to deal with the
future mbre systematically in their policymaking.

The functions that legiseative foresight activities
perform include: (1) identifying emerging issues; (2)
forecasting the impacts (primary and secondary) of legisla-

,tion under consideration; (3) setting priorities and identify-
( ing the cross impacts of legislation from different commit-

tees; and (4) aiding in oversight of the implemental* of
legislativemandates.7/ -.

Or
Citizen participation in foresight activities is essential

if the;e activities are to be 'effective, particularly where
legislatures Move to' anticipate an emerging issue, which
involves a high initialtost. For example, insufficient
citizen aniarends of khe emerging energy problech made
impossible the raising of !new prices in the late 1960's.

The implications of .foresight activities for ci z#
education 'are threefold. First, an"understanding of
legislatures operate from the foresight per pective it re
important than a. knowledge (et the name of the §peak of
the House, or which party holds the majority.

, .
The, second implication grows out of- the first and

resembles the implication of technology assessment,, that
is, description. and analysts are'easier where they are (elated
to evaluation in terms of the persorahoals standards of
the individual. Thus, citizens need to be able to place
individual decisions and the foresight activity around them
in theitoger context of their preferred futere.

The third implication' for citizen education is t e reed
for citizens to make foresight one of the things tey demand

.
from their eleCted officiak. .

...-- .
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Beyond the goals and futures exercises, technology
assessment, and legislative foresightohere are other exam-
ples of Goyernment-initiated developments which provide
opportunities for citizen education through participation in
policyrnakirig. The increasing number of mandates fpr publio
participation in Federal pro-grams is one o these.8/

CITIZEN'LEARKNG THROUGH CITIZEN MOVEMENTS

While governments have concern4d themselves with
improving the planning mechanisms from the top, citizens'
groups have mobilized from the boffoi-n

In the Verba and Nie survey, the 20 percent who were
communalists did not vote as frequently as many others.
Yet the communalists were higher in their civic orientation,
in their concern for politics, in their levels of information,
and in their feelings ot aticacy than.any group except the
complete.activists.

What the analysls by Nie and Verba missed was the
emergence since th'e'*ly 1960's of a variety of .citizen
movements. These ma,,M-nents have provided the -major
impetus for identifying the problems associated with the
modernization/industrialization trends cited in Harman's
papei; ti:ley include citizens' movements working for:

,

--enfranchisement of the poor
.-the elimination of racism
- `self-determination of youth and the elderly
-consumer protection
- women's rights
-environmental protection
-local self -reliance . J

-neighborhood revitalization */-economic democracy.
-afpropriatetechnology C4

-energy conservation
-holistic health
-global fustice a

1 T #
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As Harman noted, these movements form networks
",composed of autonomous segments which are organization-

self-sufficient, any of which could survive the elimina-
tio of all the others.:,this is precisely the sort of pattern
cons tent with a vision of the global village', 'debureaucra-

S tization', 'decentralization', and 'rehumanizationk9/

Participants in these movements are alienated with
one or more aspects of the dominant perception of reality
and tak%it on themselves to act. As,Hazel Henderson his
put it:

While the commercial,media have projected images of
split-level suburban lifestyles conducive to satisfying,.
the needs of a mass-consumption society-, citizens'
movements, whether for peace, consumer and environ-
mental protection, or social equality, have focused on
the unpublicized, the unresearched, and often sup-
pressed information that constitutes the other side of
the coin of industrial and technological develop-
inent.10/ .. .

NJ
Participants in these movements are in effect setting,

the "systematic agenda' ; in some cases they are pushipg
their issues onto the "institutional agendas" of their local,
State, and national governments Jot active consideration by
po.ligymakers." 131

.

these new citizens' movements are A major resource
for citizen education for the transformation. Individually,
they often are not aware of the large picture of change
going on around them - 'they feel, and respond, to the
particular problem facing them. The image of the future
which appears to underlie many of these efforts is summa-
rized in the'HarmarLpaper. From this emerges a notion of
citizen education which mirrors the Greek notion of Paidea

id where all institutionstwere designed to.develop all of their ,
. .

l
- ,..

members to their bighest,powers.
: -*
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' Government can provide greater c::/ortunity for citi-
zen education by -adjusting the poticytriakitig process, but
fitizens' movements have often shown gaernrr/ents o be
impotent in certain areas (energy, civil rights, etc.) un 1 a
critical mass of public awareness and activism is develope

. As governments allow citizens to more consciously choose
'the future they prefer, they must take into account the self-
reliant forms of citizen activity which ,many of the
transforoation groups represent.

.
Many . of the older voluntary organization% began as

responses to problems th'at were not.otherwise being, met.
After becoming institutionalized.and bureaucratized, thty,

. in fact, became part of the problem; This has led tdIg'
situation in which many of the older established voluntar
organizations complain of a loss in yolunteers,12/ despite
other evidence that the voluntary sector ii healthier than
ever. ....

0- .

. While a number of forces are,at work, including the
. .

.entry ,of growing numbers of women into the job market,
volunteers are "voting with their feet" for activities which
they consider to be socially important and for organizations

.. they consider to be .vital and enthusiastic.. Older groups
should lose new citizens' movements as a benchmark of
changes taking place in society and 'develop "renewal ,
processes." The newly emerging grd,ups need to ensure that
they continuelto be consistent with the emerging imageof
the future thattis -inherent in the transformation.

" Some of the new citizens' groups, particularly" public
.intetest group's, have already becomellocked into outdated

. adversarial processes and developed a shrillness of style and'
adeelief in their righteousness over the "enemy." Thus while
they act 'as a countervailing% poWer, they have not yet
developed the Nigher standards of advocacy that will be
necessary to. ivoid . the failurp of current policymaking
processes: .

. ..
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CITIZEN EDUCATION IN SCHOOL
r

Discussion of the most appropriate approaches to
citizen education in the schools is ongoing and lively.13/ The

.major approaches fall roughly into three categorie 14/

1. Those that are content focused: they include aca-
demic disciplines, particularly *social studies and
history, law-Mated educatiori, and social problems
courses;

2. Those that teach citizenship skills through personal
or classroom techniques: these techniques include
critical thinking, political decisionmaking, values
clarification, moral development; and thinking about
"preferred worlds" or lalternative futures";

3. Those that teach citizenship'skills through participa-
tion in actual decisiorimaking, or other related
activities, such as institutionat.refOrrri,community
volunteer service, internships, participation in citi-
zens' movements on communal (including global)

"issues, etc.

Harman's aolysis, and new directions in policymak-
ing suggest several possibilities fbr 'each of these school-
based approaches. 'Content-focused programs should devote
attention to the basic underlying 'forces of trends toward
modernization and their countertrends. Citizens! move-
ments and related forms of communal participation .should
be examined in light of their contributions towardyclevelop,
ing an image of the futuie. Information about policyrqaking
in' government should help elucidate emerging issuestand
alternative futures through attention to technology assess-
ment iritl legislative foresight-mechanisms.

As students develop isionmaking skills, they should
be made aware of the conse ence of their decisions fir ,

their preferred images of the. future. kloreover, participa-. ..
,tion programs should provide gludents with opportunities
for involvement in activities whiC'h aim at. overcoming the
problems in' the polieyrnaking procest activities such as

66
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goals and futures exercises; technology assessment, and
legislative foresight. Studes on the goals and futures
exercis4 show the need: for research and other support
.which students may be able to prtvide.

Where stidenis work with citizens' groups or take part
in communal activity, the relation to the futures of the
community should be considered. The role of citizens'
groups in putting new issues on the community's agenda, and
their readiness to explore and be responsible, for the
consequences of their actions are all important topics
students should explore.

CONC LU5ION ft

I have examined -the opportunities for citizen educa-
tion-through participation in policymaking processes, citizen
movements, and the schools. Theipanafsis was premised oil
the notion that a key aspect of learning is a sense of
efficacythe feeling that one can shape one's environment.
.It assurties that a transformation, is taking place as society
Seeks to overcome the problems it created for itself in the
process of modernization and industrialization. But whether
or not tge transformation is taking place, real gains ,in
citizen education will come only as opportunities emerge for
citizens to consciously .shape society toward their preferred
future. Citizen education will be effective only when
citizens know what future they prefer, and accept responsi-
bility for bringing it about.
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APPENDIX B

Lee F. Anderson

Dr. Harman's paper is among the best essays on citizen
education that I have read. Its special merit is that Harman
begins to focus on a set of analytical issues that should be,
but seldom are, at the center of our thinking about citizen
education.

As my comments will indicate, I do not fee that
Harman always sharply defines these issues nor does he
provide a comprehensive analysis qf them. But these are
inevitable defects in any innovative and pioneering argu-
ment. My point is that Harman indicates the directions in
which serious inquiry into the problvp of .citizen education
should be heading. I will thus briefly discuss some important
issues I see raised by Harman's essay. These deserve serious
and continuing attention by those individuals and organiza-
tions with an interest in citizen education.

The first of these issues is captured by Harman's
question "What really is the problem of citizen education?"
Harman's discussion of this issue is very much on target.
Given e centrality of this matter, this issue warrants
substan ly more analysis than Harman is able to provide
within a rt and multipurpose _paper. Here is a shot%
inventory of sues that appear to be at the heart of any
effort to fashion comprehensive definition of the problem
education..

I. What is the character of the problems and
difficulties individual citizens encounter in relating to the
"culture of modernized societies"? E.g., problems and
difficulties in relating to particular institutions and generic

'types _ of organiiational forms; technologies arid technologi.
s cal systems; linguistic forms such as the specialized lan-

guages of law, medicine, technology; dominant systems of
perceptions and belief.
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2 Who experiences .these problems 8,nd difficulties
most intensely? When in the life cycle are they particularly

, salient? In what,social roles (e.g.,. worker, consumer, client,
constituent, etc.) are different problems 'and diffidulties
eartictilarly acute?

3.1n what ways and to what extent does the origin or
source Of the problems and difficulties of citizenship lie
outsidp. the educational system? In what ways and to what
extent are they traceable to generic characteristics of

- :modernized societies in contrast to pre-modern? To modern
capitalist in contrast to modern socialist societies? To
elements of culture and social structure unique to American

,society? -
A careful and thorough analysis of these types of

questiont would; I think, lead to a much more comprehensive
definition of the problem of citizen education than currently
exists. In the end, Harnianis general conclusion might well
emerge: "The characteristics of advanced industrial society
make extraordinarily difficult the carrying out of the tasks
of citizen education." But in the proOss of reaching this
conclusion a much more detailed c/nceptual* and empirical
map of the problem of citizen education would have been
constructed than is currently available. Such a map would
have. several values including the clarification of some
important logical choices which, in turn, have significant
policy implications. Let me cite a few examples.

In Harman's currInt discussio*he tasks of citizen
education, ttlelwo doses of ob ess "preparing fo
effective oititenship" and "the enfranchisement of citizens,"
are treated as if they occupy identical positioro in logical
space; i.e., they are two sub-sets of a single set. This is, of
course, not the case,. as a careful reading 'of Harman's
subsequent analysis reveals. The set*of tasks relating to
citizen. enfranchisement emerges onlyecause ;the firest set
of tasks is in fact impossible to achievot within: the existing
societal content.
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By conceptually 'disentangling the two sets one is
forced to confront directly several Assumptions implicit, in
Harman's analysis. One is the assumption that the first set
of goals of citizen educatiOn fact, "of continuing
Nstoricil worth. Like Harman, I personally feel that they
are; but the counter argument needs careful consideration,
namely, modernization has rendered our traditional concep-
tions of citizenship obsolete. In this case,, the problem of
citizen education is a problem of evolving new and different
conceptis of the task of citizen education.

Another kind of . assumption implicit in Harman's
analysis is that education must somehow be relevant 'to the
problerrrs Ahd difficulties of citizenship in modernized
societies. This may in fact not be the case at all. It m* be
that the powerlessness, the alienation, the impersonality,
the absence of skills, and the cognitive deprivations as w01.
as other maladies which eitizens,appear to suffer in modern
societies have their origin outside of ,the educational system
and hence are not susceptible to alleviation through new and
better citizen education of any form'oi variety.

In this,case the problem of citizen education lies in the
fact that citizens confront problems' and difficulties for
which educatort have no solution. In short, there may be
severe limits to educatiorreven when education is coriceivid
to be much" broader than schooling. Indeed, such a vine
would seem to be implicit in the conclusion of Harman's, own.
analysis. This would not be good news for the civic
education enterprise at a time.when it is struggling to keep
its head above the water, buf a carefully formulated "limits
of education" argument is needed.

A second type Of issue raised by Harman's essay that
deserves substantially more discussion concerns the interre- ,
lationship of societal context, citizenship, and education for
citizenship. It is undoubtedly the case that p substantial
change in societal context alters the nature of citizenship.
But what about education for citizenship? Is citizen '
education for an extrapolative future fundamentally differe-
nt from citizen education for a transformeJ future?
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I feel there is some ambiguity in Harman's discussion
of this matter. At times Harman seems to argue that
movement into a postmodern future will simply revitalize
existing types of educational programs, and at other times
Harman seems to argue that the emergence of a post-
modern .world calls for a new and different type of citizen
education. This may be an unfair or inaccurate criticism of
Harman's argument; but even so, there is nevertheless a
need for a more systematic treatment of the implications of
alternative futures for the design and development of
programs in citizen education. Do, in fact, alternative
futures imply basically different citizen education ,pro-
grams? If so, what precisely are these differences?

This reference to alternative futures points to a third
type of issue raised by the Harmar(paper. It seems to me
that the single most probable alternative future is one that
Harman does not explicitly discuss. This is a future
characterized, by a rich. and chaotic mixture of modern and
post-modein elements. "Our century," as the Mexican poet
Octavio ,Paz observes, "is a huge cauldron in which all
historical eras are boiling and mingling." This is likely to be
true of much, if not all, of the 21st century as Fell. If this
is the case, then citizen education ii occurring and will
continue to occur within a s?)cietal context characterized by
increasing complexity, chaos, tension, and uncertainty.
Thus, the most probable future context.vfcitizen vs:i-Cat-Ton
is one that does not fit neaily-Triio either a model of an
extrapolative future or a transformed future.
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Ronald D. Brunner

In his difficult but insightful paper on "Citizen AP
, Education and,the Future," Professor Harman provides, a

futuresperspective on citizen education policy. The study, .

in his words, ". . .does not predict specifically which
recommendations are likely it). succeed and which are ill-
conceived. Rather, it says that society may be in process of
making a momentous choice one of the most fateful in
human history." The choice is between an extrapolative
future. of continued Modernization and a transformed future
that is in part a reaction to the basic trend.

Let me grant's' that the extrapolative future and the
transformed future are useful constructs for clarifying
where we might be doing with respect to where we have
already, been: The issue is what role these two futures
should play in citizen education policy, and hether,they ace

. meaningful alternatives for choice..

----..-__

Through most of the study, the extrapolative and
transformed futures are construed as societal determinants
of the feasibility and effectiveness of citizen education
policies. Thus, ". .. citizen education is but a,small part of
a larger (societal) pattern. It will tend to go as the overall
pattern goes in the long..a4n." Professor Harman defines the
!stances" for citizen educatioh as Pgoing (along) with" of
l'opposing" whichever future is eventually realized. Neither
future is clearly deemed more probable than the other, and
neither stance is chosen as preferable to the other. Perhapi
choice would make little ,difference under these determi-
nistic assumptions. 'fit

Toward, the conclusion of the study; the vision of a
post-modernizing future is tentatively and indirectly se-
lected as the goal of individual action and. citizen educatio
policy. No.thing is so powerful as an idea whose time
ccane. r._Replacing "autonomous modernization" is the v

. ,
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of a post-modernizing future, "the idea whole time may
have come." Under hese circumstances, individuals will
determine the futur . Long-term modernization Is said to
havelpingseasingly negative consequences, and the post-
modernizing Int re, is implicitly Rent:titled with a better
s6ciety H- man puts'it: "The essence of our conclusions
here ot only is this goal of participating in the

., creation o better society Meaningful in a new and
exhilarretti sense, but fukhermore, the situation in citizen
educatio may be 'propitious for at idea whose tipa Jas
come."

- In 'my view, 'neither of the two sutures should be taken
a

0 9
a societal deter minant.,of citizen education policy nor

-ould 4he post-modernizing 4isionw be taken as the ,goal of
citizen sftducation policy. These futures.: and this Vion
shbuld Play th; much more modest role of data on the
ideological tendencies of the current. era, to be included
along with otter data in 'curriculums and the .media mass

.Com?piinication.

The traditio'nal ;goal of citizen educatiog in a demo- -
cratic socii&ty is to enifance the ability and the opportunity
of - every ciTlien tg plink independently and effectively, and 1 .

.to 'act ion the result in the face of.. inevitable uncertainty.
This goal is-consistent with the horiiinocerialc principle that .-
human beings . are .ends; not means subservient ctwo the
interests of . the state: or social 'forces: Thirrioal is also
consistent .with th# democratic princIple Met) an able:and
enlightened citizenry terids not;only to preserve human v-
sights, but alto -44. r.ninimizet4Ir human'. costs of -s6tial.
change though the' evolution-61 ideas of potential valiie to
society and the im'plementa'tion of ;those that -are cOnitruc-
tivei. = a .0

0.'
4

. Denying the significance of individual' choice in the
face of social fOrces shiping the .' future tends to;undermine
.the' traditional gqal of citizen edutation land AO -.deny the
experience on whip it is grounded. Reptacing the tradition-
al goak with agra vision fast ,or future, tends to

-. ,
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Adermine enduring procedures for evolving answers, and to

.

foster faith in the answer. Grand 'visions tend to-beconie
obsolete as effectiVe guides to thought,and'action as evenrs
unfold,, but nevertheless tend to Survive as dogma.I e .

-Grand Visions serve polit*41 and emotional functiens, .

Elites discover 'that a high" level of atstraction adapted to
the emotional needs pf a population diverts attention from
diverse interests and increases or sustains solidarity. Qrdi-
naiy citizens disC;i5y, "at an unconscious or pre-conscious
level that .a grand vision can relieve the symptoms of

I.personal insecurity n a complex world` In these respects,
the *modernizing vision and the post - modernizing vision are

. similar. When such .functions 'are understood, the content
and distribution of grand visions can be turned into data and,
with appropriate intellectual tools, uspd to shed considerable
light on social problems and constructive' ways.'bf dealing
withtheir cause.

1,,..
Tile primary task of citizen education is not to- foster"

ideological debate and analysis among Mites. who thrive on
4

rand visions.

,

,

". -41§

The to is to implement /he traditional goal $)y
engouraging e dissemination of the data and the intellect

. ual tools and procedures that the individual citizen can use 4

to formulat6 his or her own answers to specific problems. - e'
Suc) tools and procedures 'exist and tend to b:e rediscovered"'''
in approximately eitivalent forms. They share gprtain ..
formal propensities as well as respectufor thetiatellectual
aiitendaly and potential 04 the indqickiak:. , ''' ... ie, "- \,.s. , 4F, . .-1 . k f
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Kenneth Prewitt

Very few futyreologists are political scientists. Per-
haps this accoun for the sparse treatment. of politics in
their sceikrios, especially those; scenarios which depict a
radically transfimed_ _btu re. R. is...illso_true_of_scenatios-
whichi4iew the future as an extrapolation of the present.

. The political sociologist Daniel Bell, for example,
provides-lig e insight into 'the types of political order to
expect in post- industrial society, though he does provide
ti9e. concep o circulation of elites, which will accompv.f
the skill rev lutIonitgoing on in advanced industrial socie-
ties.t/ Whate et" one thinks of Bell's sociology of occipa

. tional chang his political science little more than the
assertion tha olitics will stilkmatter in the post-industrial
society.

Ttrig(s, to be sure, discussion of the politibal issues
of the future. But this animated discussioh is not matched
with the hard thinking_ that youjd tell As.whalkind. of --
-p41itiaforder-to expect. What decision-rules will guide the

V
policy process of the future? What new institutions of
government will be fashioned?

Harman's essay Surthe'r illustrates the undeveloped ._

political sminces of future scenarios.. He 'writes in conclud-
ing he essay:

kr.
)

Citize 2 education irnplieslhe goal of participatin
effectively in the we-cation of a better society. Not
better in' terms of satisfying special desires of one
interest groufSior anotherbut better in the sense of. i gi;rnore fully actualizing thee values inherent in. the

.4/ Western, political tradition out of Which the Nation was
creao. .

4 ' i *.
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. The context makes clear that the Nation is the United
:Skates. -'Harman has clearly misread ,the Western political.
tradition. Madison and his fellow founders were tutored by
Locke and Hobbes, not by Rousseau. The Federalist .Papers
explicitly use the Lockian tradition to donst'..uct a political,
order dedicated to the satisfaction of special,-interests.
"Ambition must be made to.. counteract ambition"-wrote
Madison. The causes of faction are sown into* the nature of
men, especially their unequal faculties for acquiring proper-
ty. Citizens enter the social contract in (Ali. -to protect.
property and the right to accumulate: To be Sure, .the
Constitution insists upon equality. But it is a special form
of equality. Because each individual best understands his or
her own self - interest,' equal -political power (She vote) is
necessa*y to protect and promote that self - interest. It is
not accidental:that the vote the hasic act ,of political
cftenship IT secret and individualistic rather than opeh
and communal.' To each indivvidual is granted the equal right
to pursue a self-interested vision.? / , ,

Madison and collvgues accepted the inevitCility of
. ,

social conflipt. Democracy, for them, was. a method of
conflict management in whic6 karIous.inttteRrIvould be
heard and represented. Odle Wietivssrliticat tradition as
translatedthroulh the Constitu !hes and. legitimate,s
the self-interested acquisition of Material benefits. Coin- Y

peting ctaims,fir a fair share of the "Amerieraillivay of life"
-from, Jacksonians to today's minority -- have been fought

F on the Jet of the Constitution. Constitutiohal interpretazS
tions and reinterpretations have' been the means for

(allocating benefits freak one special Interest to another.

I do not emind us of the message of the Federalist
Papers simply ,A take cheap shot at $ pdrticular sentence
in Harman's [Alper; a sentence which:easily gouLd be edited
to esc4pe criticism. My purpose is broader.- The conception

.

.
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Of citizenship inVthe Federalitt.PaPers is inforrned by a
theory of government._ One 'may accept or reject this
theory. with its pessimism about the seatiitterested netuie
oftmankind and its optimism about the ability aeinstitutions
to manage tife resulting 'conflict in a just manner. But there
is a political conteAt.for the conception &citizenship and,
perefore a basis for Calk* about alternative modes of
citizenship education. I search Nfor the, theory of,government
wh:eh would inform either the extrapolated or the -teens-
formed futures described by Harman, and I find only code
woi.ds such asi"decent,alization" and "participatory democ-
racy," whose shortcomings I note here.

If futureology- has proceeded without a theory of
gotierninent, it has also failed to develop a convincing theory
of sooial change which is alert. to political dvainics..
terma9, for instance, moves all the way fLom an approving
citation of Braudelt conception 1pf deep structure's of
Mot ical transformation to the proposition that individual
efficacy is the engine of social change. .'It takes a nimble
mind to st-eteh from Braude' to the unequivocal assertion
that "if is individuals who will decide" what the future holds.

Suppose Harman %is, coriect. Suppose that the social
transformation of -which he rites will be beought.apout
acts' of the individual will. .What kind of acts" are caned for? .

In the language of the essay, what kind -of a citizenship is ,-
de-ifiended? In the answer to this question, is the clue to the
poliWal. theory of.social, change aciopied by futtireologists.
The Niswer does not bode well for citizenship. ,

1
It that the most efficacious "thing 'the citizen

can do is withdraw consent, from the institutions of society,
to 04-legitimale those institutions. Set aside what this
means for society and inquire :wily into what it implies for
citizenship. Al5e.Hirschi-nagis language is useful,*. Har-
Irian is asking the citi;eri to "exit" from society -without

,
.43
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acitally :leaying 'This is ,an iguous role Et best,- a
pro ound alienation ai worst. If a tizen
joining a.self-sufficient commune br e 'grating, he or he
has taken a stand. But citizens who withdraw yet stay
around can only, be in a very ambiguous relaelonship with
instituSions that continue to feed, to transport, to entertain,,-,
to hOuse, and to educate them. The "withdFawl.ng but

d remaining", citizens adopt a posture of distrust and dislike
toward institutions on which they remain dependent... Per-
haps this, is the appropriate Vance of the citizen who woulfi
bring abo'ut needed social changes. If so, it cannot .be a
healthy chapter in the history of 'citizenship.

Withdrawal Of c'onsent not strips- citizens of
.

exit, it strips them of voice Voice is:speaking
out, challehging, voting; 'assembling, titioning, fight'
back. Voice is tale material of citizeh ip in the West
political tradition: I do not see tha the citiien can
seriously withdraw consent and yet employ voice. The act .,
of voting is to grant legitimacy to the electoral process.
Joining the -consumer movement-is to -accept, that interest
group conflicts be worked out in the legislative arena.
To file a clasS action suit is of course to recognize .the
authorlif of the court. Even the Anti-nuclear petition takes
on meaning only if it is delivered to someone in authority.

I am not site whether to&take " withdrawal 6f consent"
'seriously: If I pro, then I oamonly observe that traditional
cbncepts of citizenship, including exit, voice, and loyalty,
wiltsuffer severely.. And I do not see that those advocatigg
withdraival have worked through the full implic-atior%.

. Certainly based upon ,what is known about' political sociali.'
zatton, it will take generations- to' brijig about -full-fledged
withdrawal of consent and, then 'additional geneiations to
repair the damage by creating new trAditionsanld firms of'
citizenship.

but perhaps withdrawal of consent should not be taken,
4o seriously. Then I. fail to see what does constitute a,
political theory of social change for the futureologists.

. , .
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I{ is time to put the difficulty of Harman's essdy into
focu6. To talk meaningfully about 'citizenship ,eclucatio
requites a conception of citizenship. But citizenship is not a
free-floating concept. -It is an element in one's conception
o governance and the state. And, of course, an accurate
and adequate thedty of governinent must in turn be based on
an understanding of the social and economic order of the
society being governed. F(itureologists frequently deal
imaginatively with alternative visions of the economic and
social order. Certainty Heiman's treatment is creative and
instructive.

* But then he tries, to get all the way back to citizenship
edudation without giving much attention to the kind of
political order which Will accompany future econbmic and
social ordelis. It won't' work. Citizenship, let alone
citizenship.educetion, cannot be lifted out of the political
.context.. The authors of the Federttlist Papers recognized
this, as have political theorists before and since. 1 make a
small plea foI more political theory in writings which
deser-ibi-Piture soeietes.47 Then we-can turn-to the complex
questions of citizenship'education.

'In conclusion, I turn brie to what Harman does, and
does not say about citizosh" in his alternative futurV. .

fake -first the transformed fulure. Much of what Harman
describes as citizenship, though attractive to contemplate,"

. Y-"N\ is obvieittsiv and excessively romanticized. What strike's'
-i ; :Haman as difficult isthe transformation* of the society, not .,

a
'the fe31911 .0e citizenship which should and would occur... . -.

- ,
"tinicetunately, titairenship in decentralized, small,

fice-1o4a4e- politictl uMs has not _ fared well. Though
ilmited, the research points in one direction 5/ Unless ther4,

,'s enforced consensus by tightly restricting meMbership, the
communal democracies have ,a difficult time containing

/ political coralie.ts without resorting to,those same institu-
, r,, . i ,
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tional arrangements -- division of political labor, represen-
tation, decision-rules1 -- 'which charactelkze the largei
society.

Moreover, smallness ean be suffocating. It is not ely
to avoid the tyranny of the majority, which of course is one
reason why Madison, in Federalist No. 10, defended a large
republic in the first place: Although it is far too early to
slip into pessimism adopt the effects on citizenship of small
decision units and radicat participatory democracies, cer-
tainly the evidence does not warrant such romantic images
as Harman puts before us. Much hard,work -- empirical and
experimental, as well as theoretical *will be negessary
before a citizen'ship education program cin be fashioned
which would equip people for meaningful participation in a
decentralized political order.

Matters. are not simpler if we turn from the trans-
formed to the. Fxtrapokted future. And because Harman
cannot promise kis the social transformation we have tome
oblignivrto considercifizenship-against the possibility that
the future is simply going to be more of the present.
Harman himself does not help us meet Allis obligation. For
him the picture of citizenship in the extrapolated futuie
bleak, unless or course the citizen is in revolt agai(ist the
institutiojs of society. Citizenship will be salvaged if tat all
by pdlitics of de-legitimation. Which is to say that

s
citizenship can be meaningful only if it ushers in the social
transformation. .

But those responsible for citizenship education Alan-.
ning will `have to escape this closed circle. Some effort
should ha made to.c'onstcuct a meaningful citizen role'evene
in the'extrapt4ted future.

.011
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How might citizens accommodate themselves to the
increasing specialization of politics?, What criteria, huma-
,nistic as`v/ell as rationaltstid, might be used to select among
competing policies in the proVider stare? Can'thi go#ern-
ment be used to bring to account non-state actors, such as
the scientific and technological CefliffitiftitieS, -withotttitself
becoming unaccountable?

Though not the ques ons Harman chose to wrestle
with, these will be quest si at the heart of citizen
education debates, should t e future not SuCcumb to the
countertrends so eloquently alcrir peis.tasively. outlined in hi§

.10TES

J. Dihiel Bell, "The Coming of the oost-iiidustnal Socl-
ety," New York: Basic Books, 1973.

2. This idea is developed by Jane vlansbridge In her
unpublished manuscript. "Radical Democracy."

3. Albert .1tchman,: "Exit, Voice,* and Loyalty," Cam-
: 'bridge Htirvard.University Press, 1970.

.Hein Eulau has begun this task, not for citizenship
cohpeats but for the' recruitment and exercise of leadership.. 4
Se#'his "Technology and Civility," especially "Skill gevolu-
tipn and ConsultatWe Commonwealth." Stanfor$ Hoover
Ihsittution Press, 1977.
5; See, for example, Mansbridge, "RadiCal Democracy"
and, especially,. Grant McConnell, "Private' Power and
American Democracy," New York: Khopff 1966.
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etty Rea/don

Dr. Harman's paper represents a comprehensive and
basically humanistic approach to citizen education from a.
futuristic perspeetiye. Although his analysis is valid, it is
ihiat of -a minority of the human family, indeed, the mint
powerful minority, but one which has been legitimately
criticized for failure to consider more fully the needs,
values, and views the vast majority of the earth's
population, While te appears to support the ends toward
liberation:and participation, the primary concerns and issues
are not those which would be identified by those most in
need of liberation -- the coloniied, the poor, ethnic.
minorities, and Otomer.;.ra$016r, they reflect the perceptions
of the global elites. Granted, he is part of affiumanistic,
dissenting elite; howver, he speaks. from the vantage point
Pf the technologically advanced, Euro-urban, male-oriented
society.

And he excludes several significant viewpoints. Dr.
Harman's .references list but two women, no contemporary
"Third..WOrld" scholars (I don't consider 't anon. "contempo-
rary"), arkl no liberation
feminist,futurists s as Elise Bouldipg and Hazel Render -
son have had much t say about future choice making and-
public -policy. Their :ideas 'could be extremely "useful in :
irrterprepog trends' and proposing interventions for effective

,; citizerkshlpileduclien`. . 4
: .

Thl d World thinkers could contribute another vital

kothark the University of Delhi and All Mazrui, the noted
aspect future thinking, The futures projected by Rajni

African scholar, in. the publication series of the World Order
Mikis project, call for trahsformatiohs which demand
significant, probably painful changes on the part of the
American citizenry. The works of economist Sarni Ajnin and
the futurists tarlos )4-21/mann, El inora :las in i , and Johan
?.;a 1 tutu, all of whom work primarily from a global analysis
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with a concern for the equity and'justice.demanded by -the
Third World, could broaden our view and lead us closer to
the perspectives of global citizenship, as well as the humane
concerns Harman seems to favor. Although not futurist, the
works. of Freire and Nyerere coulg gip insights into the

specific--rrerare-otthe-educitional triSt(37

E'ven those Third. World wple within the ,United
States, I believe, would 'find the .paper lacking in sensitivity
to their concerns. Do not the actions and reflections of
activists such as Fannie. Lou Hamer, Martin Luther King,
Cesar Chavez 'and Russell Meahs tel.isometHing about.,
thegimperative4 and tactics of the poTitics of transition as
well as the transformed society? We must begin to work for
more clarity 'on the two crucial questions about the future of'
the United States that have been so sharply articulated ay
the Civil Righti movement: what, kind of a society do we
ward and what means are we 'going to use to achieve it?
Witut some consensus on those iss,yes (without dealing
dir tly with the trends and countertrerkli Harman describes
so well), we cannot hope to plan effective citizenship .
education.

I have avery strong hunch that the responses to those
questions from en urban black, a single mother, and a
Chic farm vior.kelt while agreeing with the norms
teflected in the paper, would put forth a different concrete
vision, perhaps one still very concerned with "deficiency
needs," and would, therefore, list different issues and
probler'ns to be overcome to achieve a more desirable future.
My hunch is, too, that their visions might be somewhat
compatible with those of the oppressed In the developing
countries.

How Might we state the issues and- prriblems if the
perspectives.. of the "diSinfranchized" with whom Dr.
Harman obviously is concerned were to be given their' just
weight in the analysis, and what questions does that raisefor
citizenship education? While I don't reject those raised in
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the paper, I do urge that the list be augmented with a,clear
statement of Justice d survival issues. In the former area
the problems of racism, xism, and co onialism must be
included; in the fatter, the ssibilities o eco-catastrophe,
nuclear holocaust, and mass tarvation. CiVizenship educa-.
tion for a better future mus deal in the prtjsent with hunger
and poverty, repression an discrimination, militarism and
violence. These tree in our sodiety are equally as
significant as technolo y centralization, and alienation.

-The central questions for citizenship education for the
United.States are: (I) How will we in the near future apply
equally to all American? the valuei articulated ih the
Declaration of Independence; and (2) how will this country
adjust to a future in which our global hegemony gives way to
a lust participatory role in a world system based on equity?

,r

NCTES

1. The perspectives and concerns of both of th= e
women ire. briefly state,,-1 ir..he Fall 1975 iss
of the F..:arthr ise Newsletter.

2: The World Order Models Project Series is pub-
lishedlished by the Institute for World Order,
1140 Avenue of the Americas, New York.

3. Especially "Pedagogy of the Oppressed" by Freire

and ur.ducation for Liberation."
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